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THE PATENT PRIOR USER RIGHTS ACT AND
THE PATENT REEXAMINATION REFORM ACT

TUESDAY, AUGUST 9, 1994

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

SUBCOMMITTEE ON PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, AND TRADEMARKS,
Washington, DC.

The subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 10:08 a.m. in room
226, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Dennis DeConcini (chair-
man of the subcommittee), presiding.

Also present: Senator Grassley.

OPENING STATEMENT OF HON. DENNIS DECONCINI, A U.S.
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF ARIZONA

Senator DECONCINI. The Judiciary Subcommittee on Patents,
Copyrights and Trademarks will come to order. Senator Hatch, the
ranking member, is in other hearings this morning and I don't be-
lieve he will be here, although he has sent word that he intends
to try to get here, and he suggests that we proceed.

I would very much like to thank the witnesses for being here
today. On today's agenda are two bills, S. 2272, the Patent Prior
User Rights Act of 1994, and S. 2341, the Patent Reexamination
Reform Act. I believe both of these bills will make positive changes
in the U.S. patent laws.

The Prior User Rights Act is the product of many hours of hard
work and represents a significant compromise. This bill seeks to
remedy the inequitable situation where a patent holder can prevent
a prior inventor from using a process critical to his or her business.

Under this bill, a prior user would be allowed to continue to com-
mercially use the process even though it is the subject of a patent
filed later by another.

The needs of patent owners and their right to profit from their
efforts have been considered and accommodated in this bill. Accord-
ingly, strict requirements must be met. First, the prior user must,
in good faith have commercially used the process in the United
States or made effective and serious preparation to do so. Secondly,
such use must have occurred before the earliest effective filing date
of the patent application. Third, no pior user right may be based
on information obtained, directly or indirectly, from the patentee or
the patentee's agent. And fourth, the use of the process must not
have been abandoned.



In addition, the scope of the prior user right is significantly lim-
ited. Only that subject matter claimed in the patent that has been
commercially used or for which there has been effective and serious
preparation for its use in the United States before the critical date
is protected. Prior user rights are not a general license and can
only be transferred as part of a sale or transfer of the entire busi-
ness.

This bill is based on principles widely recognized throughout the
world community. It provides U.S. inventors with a right already
provided for in the United Kingdom, Germany, and the vast major-
ity of industrial Nations. These countries have long recognized the
need for prior user rights, and we -would be wise now to do the
same.

Today we are also here to discuss the Patent Reexamination Re-
form Act of 1994. This bill is strongly supported by the Administra-
tion, I am advised. The goal of the bill is to improve the patent re-
examination process by broadening the basis for and scope of reex-
amination proceedings at the Patent and Trademark Office, known
as the PTO. It also will significantly increase participation in reex-
amination procedures and appeals and will preclude reexamination
in specified circumstances.

These changes will provide patent owners and third parties alike
with a cost-effective alternative to patent litigation in Federal
courts to resolve many questions of patent validity.

A consensus has developed within the patent community and
representative patent organizations that there is, in fact, a problem
with the reexamination process and that reform is needed. This bill
addresses many of the concerns surrounding the issue without up-
setting the balance needed to ensure confidence in the patent sys-
tem.

I support the changes made by both bills before us today and feel
confident they will provide clear benefits for patent owners and
third parties alike, and will improve the operation of the U.S. pat-
ent system.

Our first witness today will be the Commissioner of Patents and
Trademarks, Mr. Bruce Lehman.

Mr. Lehman, we are very pleased to have you here today. If you
would like, you may introduce your counsel and proceed with sum-
marizing your statement.
STATEMENT OF BRUCE LEHMAN, COMMISSIONER, PATENT

AND TRADEMARK OFFICE, WASHINGTON, DC; ACCOMPANIED
BY CHARLES VAN HORN, DEPUTY ASSISTANT COMMIS-
SIONER OF PATENTS FOR POLICY AND PLANNING
Mr. LEHMAn. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. If it pleases

the chair I will be happy to have my statement put in the record
and I will summarize it for you.

I would like, first of all, to thank you for holding these hearings
today on these two important reforms In the patent system. I thin
your decision to do po at a time when you are extremely busy with
other matters is typical of your leadership that you have offered to
the patent and trademark system in the United States. We deeply
appreciate that and will sorely miss your loss of leadership when
you leave the Senate this year.



I would like to introduce Charles Van Horn who is Deputy As-
sistant Commissioner of Patents for Policy and Planning. Mr. Van
Horn is typical of the outstanding career people that we have at
the Patent and Trademark Office whom I have come to know very
well in the last year, and we are very lucky to have those people
here to help us.

The first bill before you today, Mr. Chairman, S. 22'72, estab-
lishes a "prior use" defense-it's called "prior user right" in the bill,
but I really think a better way to look at it is a prior use defense-
to an action for patent infringement. Under this bill, an inventor
who does not obtain patent protection would not be liable for use
of an invention if it is subsequently patented by another.

The legislation strikes a careful balance between the rights of an
individual or a company who has relied on trade secrecy to protect
an invention, and a subsequent independent inventor who has
turned to the patent system for that protection. It achieves this
balance through important restrictions on the availability and
character of the prior use defense.

First, the prior user must establish that the invention was either
in commercial use, or that he or she had made effective and serious
preparation for use, within the United States. Mere experimen-
tation will not give rise to a prior use defense.

The prior use defense cannot be asserted if the invention was de-
rived from the patentee, or the prior user abandoned the invention
and ceased using it before the later inventor filed for patent protec-
tion. This ensures that the defense will only be available to those
who independently acquire the invention and take active and ongo-
in steps to use it.

The defense is personal in nature. I think this is very important
to understand. It cannot be licensed to others, nor can it be trans-
ferred--except, of course, where the entire business which uses the
invention is sold.

The prior use defense is limited in scope to cover only that sub-
ject matter claimed in the patent that was commercialized, or for
which substantial preparations were made for its commercializa-
tion. The prior user can expand the scale of this use of the patent
invention, but cannot later begin a use that would infringe on other
claims of the patent.

These restrictions on the availability and use of the prior use de-
fense will ensure that it does not undermine the legitimate rights
of the patent owner, yet they will provide much-needed certainty
to businesses faced with the often difficult decision as to how best
to protect an invention.

That sour comment on S. 2272.
The second bill that you have introduced, Mr. Chairman, at the

request of the Administration, and we greatly appreciate that, is S.
2341. This bill will provide inventors and patent owners with a
more effective reexamination procedure to reassess certain ques-
tions of patentability.

Earlier this year we held a series of public hearings on how the
patent system is serving the computer software industry. We heard
fom over 100 people, and we received about 300 written submis-
sions, Those people testified and expressed their concern over the
validity of patent over prior art and over the ability of third par.



ties to challenge such patents. There was nearly unanimous belief
in that testimony and in those submissions that our current reex-
amination procedures do not provide enough third party participa-
tion to encourage members of the public to bring forward all prior
relevant art; and, of course, the prior art is absolutely critical to
issuing a valid patent.

Under current law, third parties can participate only nominally
in reexamination proceedings and cannot appeal results that are
adverse to their interests. Furthermore, reexaminations may only
be initiated to review substantial new questions of patentability
over patents or printed publications. These restrictions have made
patent reexamination an orderly, expedited procedure; however, by
the same token, I think that perhaps they have been a little too
restrictive, and that is one of the reasons why our reexamination
system has not lived up to its potential that it was intended to
have in 1980 when it was enacted.

Simply put, our current reexamination procedure is not consid-
ered by third parties to be a totally effective procedure for review-
ing the scope and validity of patents, so they end up in court,
spending millions of dollars if they have to, on litigation.

The legislation addresses the basis of this lack of confidence in
the patent reexamination process and it provides third parties,
now, with an opportunity to participate meaningfully throughout
the reexamination proceedings, but we believe that it will do so
without converting the reexamination into a full-scale inter partes
procedure, which we think is appropriately left to litigation.

Third party requestors will be able to appeal final determina-
tions by the Patent and Trademark Office in reexamination pro-
ceedings; they can't do that now, but they will have to pay the price
of preclusion against subsequent litigation of matters addressed, or
that could have been addressed, during the reexamination in sub-
sequent judicial or administrative proceedings.

Finally, this bill will expand the grounds upon which one may
challenge patentability in a reexamination proceeding to include
compliance with all aspects of 13 U.S.C. 112, except for the best
mode requirement. This, we believe, is an appropriate expansion of
the grounds for initiating a reexamination, as it would make avail-
able all the special, technical, and legal expertise of our examining
corps with regard to the key statutory elements of patentability in
which they are very expert, issues -which they normally consider
when they are doing the initial examination itself.

The changes proposed by this bill will give patent owners and
third parties alike a speedy and inexpensive and reliable process
to resolve important questions related to patent validity. By mak-
ing these changes we will enhance the public's perception of quality
in patents, and that's really the primary emphasis of the Clinton
Administration's administration of the patent system. We want to
improve the quality of patents that are issued and enhance public
confidence in the quality of the patent system so that we issue and
keep enforced patents that you can take to the bank and not to the
courthouse.

The two bills together will make our patent system more respon-
sive to parties having concerns over liability for patent infringe-



ment without altering in any way the inherent nature of the patent
right.

So I am pleased to be here to offer the support of the Administra-
tion for these two bills this morning, Mr. Chairman. I want to
thank you for your leadership in this area, and I also want to
thank Senator Hatch, the ranking minority member, for his leader-
ship in this area and for the bipartisan spirit of cooperation in
which we have always carried forward these intellectual property
matters.

[The prepared statement of Bruce Lehman follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF BRUCE A. LEHMAN

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE: I am pleased to appear
today to testify on two bills that will improve the operation of our patent system.
The first bill, S. 2272, establishes a prior user right. This right will provide inven-
tors, who decide not to seek patent protection, with a limited degree of protection
against liability for patent infringement if the invention in-question is subsequently
patented by another. The second bill, S. 2341, will provide inventors and patent
owners with a more effective reexamination procedure to reassess patentability. The
two bills together will make our patent system more responsive to parties having
concerns over liability for patent infringement without altering the inherent nature
of the patent right. I am pleased to offer the support of the Administration for both
bills.

The first bill, S. 2272, would create a "prior use" defense-a so-called "prior user
right"-to an action for patent infringement. The defense would be available to in-
ventors who develop and make commercial use of, but do not patent, an invention
that is independently developed and subsequently patented by another. As proposed,
the prior use defense would be limited in several important respects.

First, the defense would be available only to those parties that had either made
actual commercial use of a part.cuar invention, or had made "effective and serious"
preparation for use of the subsequently patented invention. A prior use defense
could not be based, for example, on activities amounting only to preliminary re-
search or investigation.

Second, a party charged with infringement of a patent would bear the burden of
proof in establishing the prior u e defense. This provision appropriately places the
burden of proof on the party in the best position to establish the conditions nec-
essary to assert the defense.

Third, the bill imposes includes safeguards %o prevent the prior use defense from
being asserted In inappropriate ways. For example, under proposed §73(eX2XA), one
would not be able to assert a prior use defense if the activity upon which the de-
fense is asserted was based on information derived from the patent owner or parties
in privity with the patent owner. Similarly, under proposed §273(eX2XB), one could
not assert a prior user right if the activity In question had been abandoned on or
after the earliest effective filing date of the patent subsequently obtained by the
later inventor.

Fourth, the bill would effectively but fairly limit the permissible scope of use of
the patented invention by the prior user. Under §273(c) rights provided to a prior
user only extend to those aspects of the patented invention that the- prior user was
in possession of prior to the earliest effective filing date of the application leading
to the patent. The bill also takes Into account commercial realities by permitting the
prior user to "make and use variations and improvements" of the patented inven-
tion. This, for example, would permit a prior user to increase In a reasonable man.
ner his volume of use of the patented invention. However, these variations in use
of the protected invention cannot rise to the level of infringing additional claims of
the patent. And §273(e03) reiterates that the prior user right is not a general li-
cense under the patent.

Finally, the bill specifies that the right is personal to the prior user and cannot
be assigned, licensed or transferred independent of transfer or sale of the entire
business or enterprise that had engaged in the activity giving rise to the prior user
right. This provision will preclude prior users from converting the defensive char-
acter of the right into a freestanding transferable license to practice the patented
Invention.



We believe these restrictions on the availability and character of the prior use de-
fense strike the proper balance between the rights of a patent owner and the rights
of an earlier innovator who has elected to use trade secrecy to protect an invention.

As you know, many inventions consist of relatively simple, incremental improve-
ments of existing products or processes. For example, a company may develop minor
improvements to a manufacturing process that increases its overall efficiency. De-
spite their limited stature, these inventions often give a company an identifiable
commercial advantage over its competitors. Yet, in many cases it is unclear whether
these incremental advances will meet the statutory requirements of patentability,
or whether the "costs" of seeking patent protection, including public disclosure of the
invention, will be offset by the benefits of a finite period of patent protection. Under
these circumstances, it is entirely appropriate, as well as commercially sound, for
an inventor to use trade secrecy to protect the invention. As the Supreme Court
stated in Kewanee Oil Co. v. Bicron Corp, 416 U.S. 470, 94 S.Ct. 1879, 40 L.Ed. 2d
315, 181 U.S.P.Q. 673 (1974),

tradee secret law and patent law have co-existed in this country for over
one hundred years. Each has its particular role to play, and the operation
of one does not take away from the need for the other. Trade secret law
encourages the development and exploitation of those items of lesser or dif-
ferent invention than might be accorded protection under the patent laws
but which items still have an important part to play in the technological
and scientific advancement of the Nation. Trade secret law promotes the
sharing of knowledge, and the efficient operation of industry; it permits the
individual inventor to reap the rewards of his labor by contracting with a
company large enough to develop and exploit it.

S. 2272 would help preserve this desirable balance between patent and trade se-
cret protection in the United States. It would do so by providing a very limited right
to a prior user to continue to use an invention that he had either elected to protect
through trade secrecy or not to protect at all. By making such a right available, the
pressure that companies currently face to pursue patent protection for minor inno-
vations, often primarily as a defensive tactic, would be mitigated. By the same
token, we do not believe that the availability of a prior use defense will drive compa.
nies to protect innovation through trade secrecy at the expense of the use of the
patent system. That choice will continue to be dictated primarily by the characteris-
tics, effectiveness and suitability of each form of protection vis-a-vis the invention
in question. Prior user rights thus will permit companies to choose with confidence
the most effective means for protecting their important technology.

We also note that the proposed prior user right does not alter the validity or char-
acter of patent rights held by a subsequent inventor. Patent owners will able to
enforce rights fully against all others that make, use or sell the patented invention
without authority, despite the fact that one has successfully asserted a defense
based on prior use.

In contrast, prior use may, under current U.S. law, serve as a basis for invalidat-
ing a patent. Specifically, a patent may be invalidated on the basis of prior inven-
tion by another under 35 U.S.C. § 102(g), provided the first inventor does not con-
ceal, suppress or abandon the Invention. But today it is unclear when maintaining
some aspects of an invention in secrecy will amount to concealment or suppression
of an invention. For example in 1975 the Court of Appeals for the Sevent Circuit
held that a prior invention whose manufacturing details were kept as a trade secret
could properly serve as a basis for Invalidating a patent under 35 U.S.C. § 102(g).
In doing so, the court explained:

There are three reasons why it is appropriate to conclude that a public
use of an invention forecloses a finding of suppression or concealment even
though the use does not disclose the discovery. First, even such a use gives
the public the benefit of the invention. If the new idea is permitted to have
its impact in the marketplace, and thus to "promote the progress of science
and useful arts," it surely has not been suppressed In an economic sense.
Second, even though there may be no explicit disclosure of the Inventive
concept, when the article itself is freely accessible to the public at large, it
is flr to presume that its secret will be uncbdvred by potential competitor
long before the time when a patent would have expired if the inventor had
made a timely application and disclosure to the Patent Office. Third, the
inventor is under no duty to apply for a patent; he is free to contribute his
idea to the public, either voluntarily by an express disclosure, or involuntar-
ily by a noninforming public use. In either case, although he may forfeit his
entitlement to monopoly protection, it would be unjust to hold that such an



election should impair his right to continue diligent efforts to market the
product of his own invention. Dunlop Holdings v. Ram Golf Corp., 524 F.2d
3; 188 U.S.P.Q. 481 (7th Cir. 1975).

See also, E.I. Du Pont De Nemours & Co. v. Phillips Petroleum Co., 849 F.2d
1430 7 U.S.P.Q.2d 1129 (Fed.Cir. 1988); International Glass Co. v. United States,
408 i.2d 395,159 U.S.P.Q. 434 (Ct.Cl. 1969). This legislation will remove uncer-
tainty in these circumstances and permit businessmen to confidently plan their op-
eration. And it will do so in a way that is less detrimental to the patent owners
interests than is possible under current law.

Prior user rights will also redress a current imbalance of rights between U.S. and
foreign businesses. Prior user rights are available in most foreign, industrialized na-
tions. This means that in those countries, U.S. businesses that hold patents cannot
enforce their rights against companies that can demonstrate prior use of the pat-
ented invention. The converse, however is not true. A domestic prior user has no
effective defense based on Itrade secret-based prior use when facing a threat by a

-foreign company that obtains a U.S. patent covering the invention. Recall that pres-
ently over 42 percent of all patents issued in the United States are issued to foreign
entities. Providing a prior user right will harmonize one aspect of the U.S. patent
system with the patent systems ofa ms ority of our trading partners and wiH thus
address this disparate treatment of U.S. businesses.

Prior user rights may also address certain concerns that have been expressed in
the software industry. Recently, the Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) held hear-
ings and solicited public input on the use of the patent system to protect software-
related inventions. We heard from a wide range of interests, including small and
large software companies, independent software developers, patent attorneys and
trade associations. Several companies, particularly small software start-up firms
from Silicon Valley,, expressed concerns over potential liability for patent infrin~e-
ment based on their use of "old" or "well known" software techniques. These individ-
uals believe that patents have been granted that cover such techniques, in part be-
cause the techniques were not documented in patents or printed publications. The
proposed prior use defense could address one aspect of the problem these companies
have described. It would enable a company that had made the requisite degree of
commercial use of the "old" technique under the appropriate circumstances to avoid
liability for patent infringement. It would provide this relief without requiring the
company to prove that the patent being asserted against them is invalid. Impor-
tantly, the type of evidence that could be used to establish a successful prior use
defense could encompass forms of evidence that do not fit cleanly within our current
definitions of prior art. And while we are unsure as to how frequently this scenario
ma= aise, we believe the legislation would address the concerns as they have de-scribed.

Of course, some have argued that creating a new defense to patent infringement
based on prior use will diminish the value of patent rights, particularly for patent
owners that gain value from patents through patent licensing, rather than manufac-
turing products covered by patents. Specifically, some have argued that prior user
rights will cast a cloud over patent rights, creating uncertainty in terms of full en-
forceability of patent rights, and lessening the value of patents to potential licensees
who may be unable to enforce the rights provided against commercial competitors.
Others have suggested that prior user rights will excessively strengthen trade secret
rights to the point of discouraging use of the patent system, and with that, early
puoic disclosure of innovations. We are cognizant of these concerns, but believe that
he currentbill creates an a propriately lited prior user right that will not affect

the value of patents, including the ir value In licensing, or noticeably diminish use
of the patent system for protecting innovation. As the Advisory Commission on Pat-
ent Law Reform noted in 1992, "[t]he basic difficulty in providing a prior user right
is crafting the right so that it does not undercut the value of the exclusive rights
obtained through a patent grant, or the desirable goal of early disclosure of inven-
tions * " 0" We believe the current bill succeeds in crafting the prior user right in
the appropriatel balanced manner.

The second bil to be addressed in this hearing, S. 2341 would reform our reexam-
ination system in several important respects. First the bill would expand the
grounds upon which reexamination of a patent could be Initiated to include non-
compliance with all aspects of § 112 of title 35, United States Code, except the beet
mode requirement. Second, the bill would permit limited, yet meaningfl participa.
tion by a third-party requester throughout the reexamination proceeding. Third, the
bill would provide a third party requester with a right of appeal from a final deci-
son of the PTO with regard to the results of the reexamination. And finally, the
bill would help prevent third parties from using reexamination to harass patent



owners by imposing important restrictions on whether and when requests for reex-
amination may be filed. We thank the Chairman for introducing this bill on behalf
of the Administration.

In 1980, Congress created the reexamination procedure, intending it to be an ex-
pedited, low-cost alternative to patent litigation in which certain aspects of patent
validity could be reviewed. To meet this goal, reexamination was structured as an
ex parts proceeding that excluded participation by third parties during the actual
reexamination proceedings. Reexamination was further limited to review of only cer-
tain categories of patentability; namely, compliance with 35 U.S.C. § 102 and § 103
over patents and printed publications. Substantial new questions of patentability
based on compliance with other statutory requirements of patentability were not
permitted to serve as a basis for initiating reexamination.

In our current system, third parties may only participate with respect to initiation
of a reexamination proceeding. Specifically, a third party may cite prior art consist-
ing of patents or printed publications, and request reexamination on the basis of
that prior art. If the PTO finds that a substantial new question of patentability ex-
ists in view of that prior art, the Commissioner will issue an order granting the re-
examination. The patent owner is then given the option of responding to the reex-
amination order. If the patent owner so responds, the third party may file a subse-
quent reply. This ends the substantive participation in the reexamination by the
third party requester.

These restrictions have helped make patent reexamination an orderly, expedited
procedure. However, by the same token, these restrictions are why I believe our re-
examination system has not lived up to its potential. As I mentioned earlier, the
PTO heard many concerns expressedby companies and individuals in the software
industry over potential liability under patents in our recent public hearings. Many
people who testified at our hearings expressed concerns over the lack of cost-effec-
tive means for challenging patent validity, citing in particular the perceived ineffec-
tiveness of our current reexamination system as a means for third parties to chal-
lenge patents of questionable validity. For example, William Neukom, General
Counsel of the Microsoft Corporation testified that:

The threat of litigation involving a patent of questionable validity can be
particularly damaging to a smaller company, which may not have the finan-
cial or the human resources to effectively challenge the patent's validity in
the federal court process. Although the existing reexamination process af-
fords a potential defendant an alternative venue in which to contest a pat-
ent's validity, the utility of the current reexamination process is limited by
its ex part nature and the limited scope of prior art that can be considered.

Others were more strident in the criticism of the current reexamination system and
their calls for reform. Diane Callen, representing the Lotus Development Corpora-
tion and the Business Software Alliance stated:

The current reexamination process * * * is generally not viewed as a via-
ble option by opponents to a patent due to the largely ex parte nature of
the process. The BSA urges that reexamination be modified to provide more
of an inter-parte proceeding, allowing opponents to a patent to feel more
comfortable in relying on the procedure to efficiently resolve their concerns
in what may be the most efficient forum.

One particularly striking comment I heard from several speakers was that even
if they had pertinent prior art that could invalidate a patent, they would not initiate
a reexamination on the basis of that prior art, but would instead reserve it for use
in litigation in the Federal courts. Such individuals cited the absence of effective
third party participation in the proceeding and the fact that patents that survive
reexamination gain a perception of "enhanced" validity when subsequently enforce,
particularly in the view of juries. Comments like these suggest to me that as far
as third parties are concerned, there is a significant lack of public confidence in the
current reexamination system as an effective means for challenging the validity of
patents.

S. 2341 addresses the basis of this lack of public confidence In the patent reexam.
nation process. Most importantly, if enacted, It will provide third parties with an
opportunity to participate throughout the reexamination proceedings, but will do so
without converting reexamination into a ftill-scale inter partes procedure. The bill
accomplishes this by permitting a third party that- has initiated a reexamination to
provid-e written comments on responses to official actions of the PTO made by the
patent owner. It does not permit the third party to raise new issues during reexam.
nation, nor does it give the third party the option of delaying the pr no by

filing multiple responses or by requesting extensions of time. Third parties wilT also



gain a right of appeal from a final determination by the PTO in the reexamination
proceeding. This right of appeal, however, comes at the cost of preclusion against
subsequent litigation of matters addressed, or that could have been addressed, du-
ing reexamination in subsequent judicial or administrative proceedings, if both the

athirdparty and the patent owner participate in an appeal to the Federal Circuit
folio ng te reexamination prceIng

The bill will also expand the grounds u on which one may challenge patentability
to include compliance with all aspects of 35 U.S.C. § 112, except best mode. This,
we believe, is an appropriate expansion of the grounds for initiating reexamination.
Questions of compliance with § 112 invariably focus on claim scope, specifically,
whether the claims are fully supported by the specification. Such questions often lie
at the heart of a patent dispute. By making it possible to review these questions
before the PTO, patent owners and third parties alike will benefit. It is also impor-
tant to recognize that the bill would not require the PTO to address matters with
which it is unfamiliar. Instead, the bill would make available the special technical
and legal expertise of the PTO examining corps to review compliance with a broader
range of statutory requirements of patentability.

Finally, although a key reason for S. 2341 is to "open up" reexamination, the bill
has been carefully crafted to ensure that reexamination does not become a vehicle
for harassing patent owners. The bill contains two important safeguards in this re-
gard. First, as noted above, the bill explicitly estops a third party from further liti-
gating issues that were or could have been addressed during the reexamination if
they participate in an appeal to the Federal Circuit arising out of the reexamination
proceeding. This measure will prevent parties from using reexamination simply as
a prelude to litigation on the same patent validity issue. Second, the bill precludes
a third party from initiating multiple concurrent reexaminations, or from initiating
a secondreexamination on the same issues resolved in an earlier reexamination pro-
ceeding initiated by that part or its privies.

The changes proposed by the bill will thus make reexamination a more effective,
inter-partes procedure, giving patent owners and third parties alike a speedy, inex-
pensive and reliable process to resolve important questions related to patent valid-
ity. I also believe the bill effectively addresses the calls for reform of the reexamina-
tion system that have emanated not only from the software industry, but from the
patent bar and other industry groups.

I thank the Chairman for his assistance in introducing this legislation, and would
be pleased to address any questions the Committee has on either bill.

Senator DECONCINI. Commissioner, thank you.
I yield to the Senator from Iowa for any opening statement he

ma have.
Senator GRASSLEY. I don't have an opening statement. I will

have some questions.
Senator DECONCINI. Very good.
Mr. Commissioner, on the reexamination legislation, have you es-

timated what the cost implications could be for the Patent Office
in setting up and expanding the reexamination process?

Mr. LEHMAN. Yes, we have, Mr. Chairman. At the present time
our costs for reexamination come out to about $5,100 on the aver-
age, but we only charge, I believe, $2,800-sorry, it's $2,250-for
the reexamination. So we are actually subsidizing some of the reex-
amination process at the present time.

We assume that with regard to third party-initiated examina-
tions, that the actual cost to the Patent Office will rise, probably
somewhere in the range of $8,700, and we'll probably want to raise,
for those procedures, the fee that we charge. I would assume that
we're not going to raise It to the $8,700; we're going to keep some
subsidy level in there because, particularly with regard to small
businesses and individuals who can't afford the million-dollar law-
suit, this is a very effective procedure and we want to keep it effec-
tive and reasonable for them. So what we're going to do-and it's
permitted in the legislation-is hold public hearings once the legis-
lation is passed, and after hearing from our customers we will try



to set an appropriate level of fees for this expanded reexamination
process.

Senator DECONCINI. A reexamination now costs $5,800, and its
fee is $2,250, so you're subsidizing more than 50 percent of it?

Mr. LEHMAN. Actually it's $5,100, so it's just about half of it.
Senator DECONCINI. Is that how much you would anticipate sub-

sidizing if this passes?
Mr. LEHMAN. Well, I'd rather not lock ourselves into that figure,

Mr. Chairman, because I think we want to hear from our cus-
tomers and the people out there what is reasonable to pay. Obvi-
ously, to the extent that we pick up some of the costs, then that
ultimately comes out of the payment of fees for the processing of
patent applications. But, you know, we don't have "billable hours"
in the Patent and Trademark Office. We charge people flat fees,
and some patent applications are more expensive than others.

We really need to set these fees at an appropriate level that peo-
ple can aord to pay, but will still keep the whole patent and
trademark system going. So I think it's really important for us to
hear what our customers have to say.

Senator DECONCINI. But you're always up against the budget
crunch since you can't keep all the fees you raise. Aren't they likely
to force you to raise fees if you keep the subsidy as high as it is
now?

Mr. LEHMAN. Obviously, Mr. Chairman, one of the more serious
administrative problems that I have to face in running the Patent
and Trademark Office is the fact that we do not receive-have not
been receiving-all of our fee revenue to run the Patent and Trade-
mark Office. I think the Senate- passed appropriations bill this
year would take about $30 million out of our fees. That's a lot of
money. Believe me, that could probably pay all the costs of these
reexaminations and a lot more.

So that definitely has to figure into this equation, Mr. Chairman.
We are hoping that at the end of the process the House figure will
be accepted and we won't have quite the same hit.

Senator DECONCINI. I do too, and I've talked to Senator Hollings
about that. I'm very concerned about that. The only reason I raise
it is that I'm concerned that you're setting yourself up for a bigger
hit when OMB sees that you re subsidizing these applicants to the
tune of 60 percent, which doesn't trouble me. I think many of the
PTO's costs should be paid for as a public expense, but that isn't
the way things run in this town.

Senator GRASSLEY. Mr. Chairman?
Senator DECONCINI. Yes, sir?
Senator GRASSLEY. Is your question connected with a concern

that the person that might want to get a patent, might not get it
because of the cost? Is that the rationale for this legislation? Is that
what you're concerned about?

Senator DECONCINI. No, the rationale is set out as the Commis-
sioner has explained the need to have this process, as I understand
it. My concern Is that the Administration keeps looking to the Pat.
ent and Trademark Office as kind of a "cash cow" to use for other
government expenses. So when they put in new fees that are sub-
sidized to the tune of 60 percent, as the present reexamination fee
is, that's going to be a target OMB will justify it by saying, "Well,



if you can afford to subsidize 60 percent of the fee for third party
reexamination," then somebody at OMB is going to put on his
green eyeshade and say, '"ell, they can raise those fees, so let's
take another $30 million out of them." That's my concern, Senator
Grassley.

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Chairman, I think it is important to recognize
that the Administration and the Office of Management and Budget
have recommended that the Patent Office receive its full fees. It
was the Appropriations Committees that decided to divert the fees.

Senator DECONCINI. That's true.
Turning to the prior use rights, and then I'll yield to my friend

from Iowa, some people are concerned that the prior user rights bill
will increase the use of trade secrets to the detriment of public dis-
closure. The goal of the patent process is to protect an inventor's
intellectual property but then to make it available to the public
through the patenting of the invention. Do you believe this is a con-
cern case? And do you expect a decrease in patent filings if this bill
is passed?

Mr. LEHMAN. Mr. Chairman, the short answer to that is no, I
don't expect a decrease in patent filings and I don't think that this
is going to divert people from using the patent system, because
trade secrecy is already available to people, and to the extent that
they're going to use it, they're going to use it.

Senator DECONCINI. It certainly puts us on equal footing with
other countries, as you mentioned in your statement. It concerns
me that the American Bar Association took a position, as I under-stand it, in opposition to this, which is yery disturbing to me. I
haven't read the resolution but I've been told about it, that it's on
the basis that more public disclosure begets filed patents, and
that's what the Patent Office and the process is all about.

I wonder, did you have any contact with the Bar Association or
their section on patents and trademarks?

Mr. LEHMAN. It's my understanding, Mr. Chairman, that this de-
cision by the ABA counsel was only made within the last week. It
was not made after debate in the entire Patent, Trademark, and
Copyright Law Section. Actually, the Patent, Trademark, and
Copyright Law Section of the ABA is unusual among ABA sections
in that normally their positions are taken on the basis of a debate
with all the members of the section who want to participate being
present. That was not the case here.

But I think it's safe to say that on any meritorious matter there
are going to be differences of opinion, and I respect the view of
those who feel very strongly that we ought to be careful not to in
any way limit the advantages that we have in the patent system
which cause people to disclose the invention. That's clearly one of
the major benefits of the patent system.

But the Supreme Court has reall dealt with this issue before in
Kewanee Oil v. Bicron. They have determined that there is nothing
incompatible about the use of trade secrecy, and that in fact trade
secrecy itself does stimulate invention, so we have this other ele-
ment, this common law or State law element, already in our law.
It's been considered not to be preempted by the patent system. All
this legislation does is make that work better and fairer for all of
the users of the system.



I would respectfully disagree with those who have made a some-
what different judgment, but I think you will hear from other peo-
ple in the bar and other bar groups that realize that there is a dif-
ference of opinion on this.

Senator DECONCINI. What do you think is the reason some busi-
nesses keep their process secrets and not just go ahead and get a
patent?

Mr. LEHMAN. Well, Mr. Chairman, the patent system, as much
as we try to keep down the costs, is still somewhat expensive, par-
ticularly for the small business user. I think small businesses are
the people who are going to make the greatest use of this prior
user right. If you have two guys in a garage, just getting started,
oftentimes you don't even have the sophistication to know about
the patent system and you find that you are using a technology
which you may invent, or as far as you know is in the public do-
main, that has not been patented, and you build a business on it;
you don't want somebody coming in with an army of lawyers and
suing you later on. Usually it's the big patentee going against the
little guy. So this is really protection for the little guy, and I should
say that it goes right back to what we heard from users in the soft-
ware industry. The software industry has a lot of companies that
were founded by two guys in a garage. They weren't very sophisti-
cated. They used information that was out there, and this is an at-
tempt to create a legitimate defense for them when they-

Senator DECONCINI. Will the little guy here have to hire a law-
yer and go through a big expense if, in fact, someone who has pat-
ented this secret now tries to keep him from using it?

Mr. LEHMAN. Well, obviously, if he gets sued-
Senator DECONCINI. Because the burden is on-
Mr. LEHMAN [continuing]. Just as is the case now, Mr. Chair-

man, he will have to hire a lawyer. Obviously, though, the exist-
ence of this prior user defense presumably would signal the patent-
ee's lawyer not to bring a lawsuit in the first case. So I think that
we will see fewer lawsuits against these "garage inventors."

Senator DECONCINI. It's more of a deterrent?
Mr. LEHMAN. That's correct.
Senator DECONCINI. The Senator from Iowa?
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Considering the fact that our laws, for sure-and maybe even

more importantly, our Constitution-have always given such a
high priority to the protection of patents, and then you have de-
scribed in your testimony the limited nature of the defense to be
1ven prior users, but I don't know whether you really addressed
how serious of a problem you consider this to be. How serious of
a problem is it that this legislation is trying to deal with?

Mr. LEHMAN. Well, I think for some people, Mr. Grassley, it's a
very serious problem. I think where the problem has been the most
serious is where we have a lot of-in this country we have a phe-
nomenon that you don't see abroad, and it's really interesting.
Since I've had this opportunity to serve In the Administration and
get kind of a global view and go around the world, I'm very opti-
mistic about our country and very proud of it. One of the things
that really separates our country from our competitors around the
world is the two guys in the garage. It's the innovator, the small



businessman. What's happening right now-in fact, what gave rise
to this legislation-is that you get the big foreign companies some-
times who have the patent, and we've got some poor guy in the
United States who has been working in his garage, he has come
up with this technology, he didn't have the sophistication or the
wherewithal to file a patent application, and then what happens?
The big foreign corporation hires the K Street lawyer to bring a
lawsuit against him, and he's put out of business. That really, in
terms of actual facts-those are the primary facts which have given
rise to this legislation. It is being pushed by entrepreneurs who are
exactly in that category.

Senator GRASSLEY. I don't disagree with anything you said. I
know it's very difficult to quantify, but out of the global picture as
you see it on inventions and getting patents these exceptions where
somebody has invented something before somebody else did but
didn't get a patent for it, wouldn't even be 1 percent. of all the in-
ventions, would it?

Mr. LEHMAN. I think this is a very-this not an earth- shattering
piece of legislation. This is a fine-tuning of the system, Senator
Grassley.

Senator GRASSLEY. Do you think that it is, then, justifiable to
create an exception to the exclusivity normally granted to a patent
holder?

Mr. LEHMAN. Yes, sir, I do. And this is a defense, as we indi-
cated.

Senator GRASSLEY. Do you support it in a way that you don't
think that such an exception would discourage inventors from seek-ingp atents?Mr. LEHMAN. Senator, if I thought that I couldn't possibly sup-

port the legislation or recommend that the Administration support
it. In fact, we had earlier versions of a prior user right that were
more expansive, and this one has been really narrowed now to a
point where it's not a prior user right; it's a prior user defense, and
it really protects the very kind of people that we ought to be look-
ing to protect legislatively, and at the sametime I don't think it
does any damage to the fundamental validity of the patent system.

Senator GRASSLEY. Now, when my colleague, the chairman, was
talking about fees, he was referring to S. 2341. It seems to me that
in regard to this issue fees can be brought up as well, and in re-
gard to the extent to which the taxpayers subsidize the process.

When there is some subsidy, obviously, maybe it's not justifiable
to raise the issue about whether we-- specifically you, administer-
ing the office-do you look at what you can do to keep costs down?

Mr. LEHMAN. Senator, the short answer is yes, we do what we
-can do to keep costs down, but I think it's really important to un-
derstand that there is no taxpayer subsidy for the Patent and
Trademark Office at all. We don't get a single penny from tax reve-
nue. Our office is entirely funded by the fees that people pay
us-

Senator GRASSLEY. Do you subsidize the Federal Treasury?
Mr LEHMAN. Unfortunately, that's what's happening right now.

America's creative community is being forced, if the Senate appro-
priations bill passes this year, to pay $30 million into general reve-
nue to subsidize other programs.
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Senator GRASSLEY. OK.
Then do you have a situation-and I don't know how the fee

schedule works-but do you have a situation where some more
costly patents then subsidize the small, single person who is look-
ing for a patent? Or is everybody on a par? Is it all equal, regard-
less?

Mr. LEHMAN. No, it's not all equal, Senator Grassley.
First of all, we don't charge according to the complexity of the

patent. Some people submit 400-page patent applications and oth-
ers submit 10-page patent applications. Obviously, a patent appli-
cation in some technologies takes more time and energy and more
expense to process than others. We have flat fees for everybody. So
naturally, there is some sort of cross-subsidization in the system.
But in addition to that fact, it is important to realize that we have
built into the patent fee structure a special deal for small busi-
nesses and individuals.

Senator GRASSLEY. OK.
Mr. LEHMAN. They pay half what corporate inventors pay. So we

are already subsidizing them.
Senator GRASSLEY. Let me go on. I think I'm taking too much

time on this point.
I just want to make this point. Does this fee that anybody, large

or small, might pay have anything to do with the fact that some
people don't get a patent? Then will we be in a situation where we
need this legislation? Do you ever see that as an impediment for
people getting a patent?

Mr. LEHMAN. The fee structure?
Senator GRASSLEY. Yes.
Mr. LEHMAN. I'm sure that for some people the fee structure is

an impediment, although I think it's less the fee structure than it
is the cost of attorneys fees and patent agent fees. Those are far,
fai higher. I think our patent fees right now for an individual or
small business inventor are by far the lowest in the world.

Senator GRASSLEY. Then my original question was related to
what you do to bring down costs. It seems to me we ought to be
pa ng some attention to that. That still may not absolve our con-
sideration of the need for the legislation.

Let me quickly go on and ask about the other bill and then II
be done, Mr. Chairman.

You state in your testimony that-allowing third parties greater
participation in the reexamination process will encourage increased
reliance upon that procedure. Will this cut down on court litigation,
or is this just kind of an extra step for lawyers to get involved in?

Mr. LEHMAN. The intent of this-and it's an'ardently held intent
and wished intent-is that it will cut down on litigation, that peo-
ple will be able to use this very, very streamlined, very inexpensive
procedure instead of having to go out and hire lawyers and walt
for litigation. That's the intent.

Senator GRASSLEY. In this committee, as my colleague knows,
I've ushed as often as I can for alternative dispute resolution. Has
the Patent Office considered adopting or supporting a system of
ADR concerning challenges to the validity of a patent?

Mr. LEHMAN. Well, to the extent we have, Senator, it's the reex-
amination procedure. In fact, when this was put into effect in



1980-and I was a part of that at the time; I was working over on
the House side as counsel to the House committee-that was very,
very much what our intention was here, exactly, to have some al-
ternate dispute resolution procedure.

What we found out in the last 14 years, though, is that it hasn't
been as attractive to people as we might have hoped it would have
been, for some very good reasons. So we are opening it up a little
bit more, still keeping it simple, still hopefully keeping it very
unlitigative, but at the same time making it more attractive so that
we will get more people who are able to enjoy the benefits of the
system.

Senator GRASSLEY. And to keep it out of the courts?
Mr. LEHMAN. That's correct.
Senator GRASSLEY. Are you considering any sort of-I would call

it a "penalty;" that may not be the legal word for people who don't
accept the judgment of ADR and then go to court, if they don't get
a better deal out of the court process? In other words it seems to
me that if you don't have some incentive in ADR, once it's used,
to abide by it, then you are going to just have it be an unnecessary
first step to getting into the courts.

Mr. LEHMAN. Senator, first of all, it's not a first step to getting
into the courts because when a third party-that is, someone other
than the patentee-brings evidence to us of prior art and they say,
"Reexamine the patent in light of this prior art; we think you'll find
that the patent is invalid," when that third part does that, they
agree that the only judicial review that they will have is to the
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. So they are taking away
a lot of the normal rights that they would already have.

Senator GRASSLEY. OK; so you already do have some cutting-
short of the judicial process?

Mr. LEHMAN. That's correct.
Senator GRASSLEY. OK.
Mr. LEHMAN. And it would be virtually impossible, I think to

build in more disincentives to use litigation because of the problem
of standing here. Normally, litigation arises when this third party
who would bring the examination request is sued by the patentee
in litigation. So normally the people who were expecting to make
use of this expanded reexamination procedure really have no con-
trol over whether they are sued or not. This, in fact, enables them
to come to us and develop a defense that is going to immunize
them from the people who would really sue them and clog up the
courts and buildup the big litigation costs.

Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, Senator Grassley.
Commissioner, thank you. As usual, you are very helpful to us

here and we will do our best to move these bills along. We appre-
ciate your testimony today.

Mr. LEHMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator DECONCINI. Our panel has four representatives: Mr. Wil-

liam Budinger, president of Rodel, Inc.; Donald Banner, the former
Commissioner of the Patent and Trademark Office, representing
the Intellectual Property Section of the American Bar Association;
Roger Smith, Intellectual Property Owners, Inc.; and Gary
Griswold, American Intellectual Property Law Association.



Gentlemen, if you would please come forward. I am going to ask
you to each summarize your statements and ask you to do so in
5 minutes or less so that we can get some questions here.

We will start with you, Mr. Budinger. Welcome.

PANEL CONSISTING OF WILLIAM D. BUDINGER, PRESIDENT
OF RODEL INC.; DONALD BANNER, THE FORMER COMMIS-
SIONER OF THE PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE, REP-
RESENTING THE INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SECTION OF
THE AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION; ROGER SMITH, INTEL-
LECTUAL PROPERTY OWNERS, INC.; AND GARY GRISWOLD,
AMERICAN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW ASSOCIATION

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM D. BUDINGER
Mr. BUDINGER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, members of the com-

mittee. My name is Bill Budinger. I think I am one of those two
guy s in the garage that we heard about already today.

I am both an inventor and a founder of a small manufacturing
company. As an inventor I hold several dozen patents in the U.S.
and overseas. I derive significant income from licensing those pat-
ents, so I am very interested in a strong and solid patent system.

My company, Rodel, got its start in my bathtub 25 years or so
ago, trying to make some of those inventions. The company grew
b its own resources and today we employ about 300 people in the

united States and another 100 around the world. Our primary
products are polishing pads and slurries that are used in the elec-
tronics industry and in the manufacture of microchips and LCD
screens.

I am particularly proud, because as our electronics market has
moved offshore in the 1980s, we were forced to become a global
company, unusual for a company of our small size. Today we sell
most of our products overseas or to foreign-owned companies, and
our competitors have names like Dai Ichi, Samsung, Fujibo,
Mitsubishi, and Marubeni. That is a very difficult environment for
a small American company to work in, and we have recently dis-
covered a new challenge in that environment that occurs in our in-
tellectual property law, which is what brings me here today. I
would like to relate to youa specific case example of what has oc-
curred for us, and which in fact perhaps addresses some of Mr.
Grassley's earlier questions.

For years our company has been manufacturing one of its prin-
cipal products by using a process involving heat. When we first
began making the product almost 20 years ago it did not seem to
us that it was a patentable process. In any event, we understood
American patent law to be such that when one has been commer-
cially using a process for more than a year, it is no longer patent-
able; at least, that's what we thought. What we did not realize was
that the law is unclear as to whether or not that process would be
patentable by somebody else. It cannot be patented by us, but we
didn't know that it was possible that someone else could still pat-
ent it.

Last year, we learned that a company which had been copying
our product had filed for patents in their home country, an had
received U.S. counterpart patents in the United States, and these



patents specifically described our process, and in particular the use
of heat. Frankly, we didn't think much about that when we first
learned of the patents because we thought we were protected from
our earlier use. In a conversation I had with our patent counsel one
day, just kind of casually I mentioned that thing and he said
'Whoa, Bill, you better let me take another look at it." He did, ana
he said, 'Tou may have a problem. It is possible that because your
process is not published anywhere, that this patent could be valid."
Frankly, I was so astonished by that, I checked with a different
patent counsel and got the same response.

So what we have learned is that a foreign company was able to
get a patent on our process, one that we had been using for years,
and that it's possible that that patent could be valid and it's pos-
sible that that patent could be enforced and could stop us from
doing what we've been doing for 20 years. If that were to happen,
that seems like a gross miscarriage of justice of what we under-
stood about the protection offered by American patent law.

Kind of like Rodel, I think many small U.S. firms are not aware
of the problem, just as we were not. They don't realize that U.S.
inventors believe that if they were first, or if they have been using
the technology for more than a year, that they are safe. The fact
is that they're not safe.

This bill, S. 2272, 'is an attempt to create a prior user right in
the same manner that our foreign competitors have, because one
of the other things we learned from our patent counsel was that
even though we run the risk of having their patents enforced
against us, they don't have the same situation in their country.

I would like to say just one more thing in closing. The question
has come up whether this is only referring to the 1 percent of the
inventions that don't get patented. From a small business perspec-
tive I would have to say that most inventions do not get patented.
Most inventions are little things; they are not great big things like
the light bulb or the transistor. They're the little, tiny things that
go into making a commercial product.

Senator GRASSLEY. Is that statement in regard to my question
that I asked the Commissioner?

Mr. BUDINGER. Yes, sir.
Senator GRASSLEY. Thank you very much.
Mr. BUDINGER. And these little things, if we were forced to pat-

ent them, would cost us a fortune because if we're global, we can't
only patent them in the United States; we have to patent them all
over the world. Once we get a U.S. patent, all our foreign competi-
tors can read it. If we don't have patents in their country, they
would be free to use our technology. The cost of patenting overseas
is immense. To get patent coverage for just one invention in Europe
costs $88,000 in application and maintenance fees.

Thank you very much.
[The prepared statement of William D. Budinger follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF WILLIAM D. BUDINGER

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT

1. Small American enterprises that develop proprietary manufacturing technology
run a real risk of losing their right to continue using that technology.



2. The problem emerges when another company later acquires and patents the
same technology. Existing patent law is at best unclear about the patentability of
proprietary technology that has been in earlier non-public use by others. Many pat-
ent attorneys believe that valid patent. may be obtained on such old technology,
provided it is not old to the patentee and not publicly known.

3. Such patents could then be enforced against the original users of the tech-
nology.

4. The existing possible defenses to this problem are impractical or undesirable:

a. Publish everything--gives competitors free access to all the enterprise's hard
earned technology
b. Patent everyting-must be world-wide to be effective. Would be financially im-
possible for most small enterprises.
c. Move manufacturing offshore, out of harm's way.
5. Our foreign trading partners have already solved this problem by granting

"prior user rights" to their domestic manufacturing.
6. The U.S. needs to grant this same protection to enterprises that are manufac-

turing in the United States.
7. The Prior User Rights Act of 1994 (S. 2272) provides such protection in a man-

ner designed to protect the rights of both a prior user and a legitimate inventor-
patentee.

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE: My name is Bill Budinger.
I am both an inventor and the founder of a small manufacturing company. As an
inventor I hold several dozen patents in the U.S. and overseas. I derive significant
income from licensing some of those patents. I am very interested in maintaining
a strong patent system and strong patents.

My company, Rodel, got its start in my bathtub 25 years ago trying to make one
of those inventions. The company grew by its own resources and today employs
about 300 people in the U.S., another 100 around the world. Our primary products
are polishing pads and slurries that are used by the electronics industry in the man-
ufacture of ncro-chips, LCD screens and memory storage devices.

I am here today partly as a rest of our effort to supply our markets as those
markets moved overseas. In 1979, 90 percent of our customers were American. In
the 1980's, most of these customers went bankrupt, got bought out, or moved off-
shore. Survival for us meant becoming global and learning how to compete with
firms like Dai Ichi, Fujibo, Fujimi, Marubeni and Mitsubishi. It meant learning how
to make products with quality that was better than the best in Asia. It meant trying
to persuade a foreign customer to buy American-while our foreign competitors
waited in his lobby. My company exists today because we were successful. Today,
the majority of our business is supplying products to foreign owned customers. We
have a huge export surplus. In fact, I am pleased to report that our American-made
products are preferred in Asia even over locally made products--so much so that
in our specialt we sell more in Asia than all of our Asian competitors combined.
It is not possible to buy an electronic product made anywhere in the world that was
not made with at least one of our products.

The issue that brings me here today is concern about the vulnerability of our com-
pany and many other small American enterprises in the intellectual property area.

Partly because of our success in Asia, our Asian competitors have ihown a keen
interest in our technology. About a year ago we were astonished to learn that it was
possible for them to get a U.S. patent on part of our manufacturing process and
then sto? us from making what we had been making for years.

Here is what happened:

For years our company has been manufacturing one of its principal prod-
ucts by using aprocess involving heat. When we first began making the
product almost 20 years ago, it did not occur to us that something as simple
as a particular heating process might be patentable. In any event, we un-
derstood American patent law to say that after one has been commercially
using a process for more than one year, it can no longer be patented. What
we did not realize was that the law is not clear about whether everyone
glse also loses the right to patent the process. Last year we learned that
a company which has not previously made a product using such a process
may not be similarly barred from filing for a patent. Welearned because
It happened. A few years ago, a foreign competitor filed a patent in their
own country claiming the use of heat. They then filed for and received a
U.S. counterpart patent. We now find ourselves facing a new US. patent



on a process that we developed 20 years ago and have been using ever since
to make products in our plant. The foreign company that holds the new pat-
ent is a huge corporation. It dwarfs our small enterprise. If they choose to
enforce their patent, they have the financial horsepower to overwhelm us.
There is no clear U.S. law that protects us. Our attorneys tell us that under
existing U.S. law, the holder of a valid patent on our process would prob-
ably be able to stop our production.

Our efforts to compete globally have stirred up an intense interest by some for--
eign firms in our technology and the U.S. patent system. We were surprised to learn
that they could use patents in a way we never expected. Indeed, most small U.S.
firms do not yet compete globally (or even with large multi-national firms) and are
not yet aware of the problem. As was our case, most U.S. inventors mistakenly be-
lieve that if they were first or have been using technology for more than a year,
it cannot be successfully patented by another. Most of us are not aware that our
use of technology is not necessarily a bar to some one else coming along much later
and getting a patent on it.

The situation is particularly acute for smaller enterprises. Most manufacturers,
especially small manufacturers, do not, and indeed cannot, patent all their tech-
nlogy. agents are expensive and their prosecution takes precious time away from
management or new innovation. Inventors and small companies generally try to'pat-
ent only those inventions that they intend to sell on the open market. The hundreds
or thousands of little innovations that are incorporated in their tooling, processing,
or intermediate materials are rarely patented. If small companies were required to
patent everything they intend to continue using, they would have to submit every
piece of their technology for review by patent attorneys. Such reviews (and the re-
sulting defensive patents) would be prohibitively expensive.

The growing reach of global competition means we cannot ignore this problem.
Small enterprises are the spawning grounds for our economic future. More and
more, the survival of America's small enterprises will depend upon their global com-
petitiveness. This issue strikes at the heart of that competitiveness--the cost and
effectiveness of protecting hard earned technology. None of our major foreign com-
petitors operate under the disadvantage we have. To protect their t4.hnology, our
foreign competitors need only keep it confidential. Their laws assure them the right
of continued use even if someone later comes along and gets a patent. On the other
hand, under American law, in order to be assured the right of continued use, we
must publish our technology either openly or in the form of patents. But even if we
could afford to file for U.S. patents on everything we do, filing creates a new danger.
Since our foreign competitors are free to read U.S. patents (and soon even our appli-
cations may be published), they gain immediate access to our technology. If we are
required to defensively patent all our processes, the only way we can globally pro-
tect ourselves is to file counterpart patents all over the world. The burden is huge.
The cost of obtaining full European patent coverage for just one invention is $88,000
in application and maintenance fees alone. That doesn't include Asia, it doesn't in-
clude the costs of translation or legal fees, and it doesn't include any of the costs
of enforcement. In the real world, defensive patenting Is just not a viable option for
small U.S. companies operating in a global marketplace. We must be able to develop
technology and keep it confidential without fear that it can be taken away from us.

America's major trading partners have already addressed this issue and promeus.

themselves. They can safely keep their technology confidential because they have
added "prior user rights" to their patent laws. Under a prior user right, if a patent
issues and someone else can prove that he has been using the technology since be-
fore the priority date, the law allows continuation of that prior use. As things stand
now, if we get a patent on their technology, their prior user right allows them to
kee operating. If they get a patent on our technology, they can shut us down.

The problem can be easily fixed by incorporating prior user rights into American
patent law. Senate bill S. 2272 does just that S. 2212 is a bill that has been crafted
to take into account the concerns of the maor parties at interest. It will grant-to
American enterprise a clearly defined and fitdW prior user right. It gives Amer-
ican enterprise the same protection for intellectual property that our trading part-
ners have already granted to their own industry.

Thank you. I look forward to answering your questions.

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Budinger, thank you.
Mr. Banner, welcome to the committee again. We're always

pleased to have you, Commissioner.



STATEMENT OF DONALD BANNER
Mr. BANNER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Grassley. I am very

pleased to be here.
I am very grateful to be here. I didn't know I was going to be

here until about 17 hours ago. I am pleased to be here representing
the American Bar Association.

Senator DECONCINI. I'm kind of sorry you're here. I was dis-
appointed with the section in New Orleans. I'm always glad to have
you here, but--4Laughter.]

Mr. BANNER. I'm sure you say that in just a general sense, not
personally.

Senator DECONCINI. Not personally. [Laughter.]
Mr. BANNER. We have 352,000 members in the American Bar As-

sociation and I am happy to be representing them here today, in
addition to the section of 12,000 in intellectual property.

My statement, however, in support of the American Bar Associa-
tion is limited to the prior user rights bill, S. 2272. If I may, I
would like to submit a formal statement at a later date.

I also have some comments on the reexamination bill if you
would like to hear them, but they would be personal recommenda-
tions rather than anything else.

It would appear from what's been said here already that every-
body in the world is in favor of this. That's simply not true. It is
simply not true that all this came up recently because of small
business. This very precise issue was before the American Bar As-
sociation in 1968, precisely this issue, and it was at that time that
the American Bar Association took a position and said that this
was bad for the United States of America. If it's the greatest thing
since the plaid cummerbund, why are all of the inventors' groups-

\at least that I know about-against it? Why are universities
against it, in addition to the ABA?

I have some thoughts on this subject. We heard about the royalty
free license to people who are first inventors; that's not true. This
has nothing to do with being the first inventory. This is to anyone
who fits into that category, anyone, prior to the filing date of the
patent. It's not limited to the first inventor; in fact, it's not even
limited to an inventor. The person who would get the prior user
right could have bought it or licensed it from somebody else-for
example, a foreign competitor.

It applies even though the patentee had conceived his invention
before the user started to use it, and diligently worked to reduce
his work to practice. That's grossly unfair. We work on a concep-
tion-diligence-commercial value, and then file system in this coun-
try, and everybody knows that.

There are practical reasons why we should oppose this, and log-
ical reasons. For practical reasons, the prior user right would de-
stroy the value of the patent to patent licensors; for example, if you
were a patent owner and you found out that General Electric had
a royalty-free nonexclusive license, what do you think your royalty
rate would be when you went to Westinghouse? I'll tell you, it
would be zero.

If the public use defense is asserted, it is very possible that this
poor Individual, this patent owner, would have to go to court to
prove it. Yes, it is true that the patent user right assertor would
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have to have the burden, but he still could have to make the man
go to court to do it. That doesn't make any sense.

Now, let us be sure about one thing. The prior user persons can
protect themselves. Very simply, if they don't suppress or conceal
whatever it is that they're doing, then they have complete protec-
tion as prior art under section 102(g). They could file a patent; they
could publish a technical paper, for example, that need not identify
the company; they could give plant tours; they could take their
chances like other people have done over the years that somebody,
A, might get a later patent, and B, assert it against him because
he discovered the secret use, which can't be very often because
there are very few cases, if any, on this subject. There are no num-
bers. It isn't a question that little things can't be patented; we're
talking about things that are patentable being used by somebody,
and then have somebody assert that against them.

Why protect the secret user? He does nothing to increase the
technical data base available to the country, does not promote
progress of the useful arts. S. 2272, we respectfully urge, should
not be enacted.

With respect to S. 2341, my statement--once again, personal in
nature-the section on intellectual property law has passed resolu-
tions of various kinds which support almost every provision in that
bill. The only provision that is not supported by resolutions is the
provision with respect to having the third party given a right to ap-
peal. That's the only difference. There was such a resolution before
the section which was defeated, but I can't remember, unfortu-
nately, why it was defeated because it happened in 1985.

Thank you, Senator.
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Banner, thank you very much.
Mr. Smith?

STATEMENT OF ROGER S. SMITH
Mr. SMITH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name is Roger Smith

and I represent Intellectual Property Owners this morning. I am
currently the president of IPO; I am also assistant general counsel
for IBM for intellectual property affairs.

As you know, IPO is a nonprofit association that represents com-
panies and individuals who own patents, copyrights, trademarks,
and trade secrets. IPO members are responsible for a substantial
portion of the private research and development that is currently
performed in the U.S.

We strongly support S. 2272. I am not able to speak on behalf
of IPO with respect to the reexamination bill, but with your indul-
gence I will make a brief comment on behalf of my company after
I complete this.

We in IPO believe that S. 2272 is important legislation. By clari-
fying the rights of prior users in the U.S., this bill will greatly help
provide certainty about rights in technology that is sorely needed
today.

S. 2272 provides the U.S. manufacturer a personal defense
against infringement in limited circumstances that have already
been described. But the principal area of interest, of course, is with
respect to trade secrets. It is not clear under existing law that a
prior user whose use does not create a patent-defeating public dis-



closure can continue that use in the face of a later-filed patent.
Clarification of the point has been needed for years, but we know
of no case yet that deals squarely with it. In our view, the statutory
right provided in S. 2272 is the correct solution.

S. 2272 is a carefully crafted bill that protects the interests of
both patent owners and trade secret owners. Sometimes people-
including my good friend, Mr. Banner- have a knee-jerk response
that protecting prior users of trade secrets will exalt secrecy over
disclosure and defeat the bargain element or the bargain theory of
the patent system. We believe that trade secret use of technology
cannot be dismissed as necessarily less beneficial to society than
publicly-disclosed use. Many important technological achievements,
notably processes, can only be effectively exploited through secret
use. Processes are naturally practiced away from the public view
in most cases; and this, by the way, is not only true of inventors'
processes, it is true of infringers' processes. Patents covering proc-
esses, consequently, are very difficult to enforce, so they do not pro-
vide meaningful protection in many cases.

A U.S. manufacturer should not, in our view, be expected to dis-
close proprietary technology to the world, including his foreign
competitors, through the vehicle of a hard-to-enforce U.S. patent in
order to assure his continued personal right to use that technology
in this country.

We believe that if S. 2272 is enacted, the incentive to patent sub-
stantial and protectable and enforceable inventions will not be
changed. Inventors will not feel compelled to file patent applica-
tions on minor inventions that they make during routine product
development, as they would today, as they are today. On the other
hand, the incentive to obtain patent protection where it can be ef-
fectively exploited by the right to exclude or to reap the royalty re-
ward that is provided by the patent system will continue to far out-
weigh the incentive to maintain secrecy. After all, trade secret pro-
tection does not prevent other parties from independently creating
an invention and from using it. Moreover, when the secret becomes
known, its value is gone. This is an inherently risky protective
mechanism and not one that we would expect people to use where
the risk cannot be tolerated.

The prior user right in the United States doesn't insulate a man-
ufacturer against foreign patents on foreign soil.

Nonmanufacturing patent owners have expressed fears in the
past that prior user rights might undercut licensing value of pat-
ents, but we don't believe that there is substantial reason for con-
cern, particularly if the rights are limited, as is provided in S.
2272. Experience abroad suggests -that prior user conflicts rarely
occur. But it isn't the frequency of occurrence, it's the possibility of
occurrence that we need protection against. This is a "bet your
company" situation if you have geared up to manufacture some-
thing important, and you discover after you've spent a great deal
of time, money and effort, that your manufacturing rights have
been cut off by a patent owned by a third party.

Mr. Chairman, we think that this is a good bill and we think
that it is helpful to the U.S. We urge that itbe passed.

With respect to the reexamination bill, I would just like to say
on behalf of IBM that we enthusiastically support that bill. We



think it is good legislation. We think there is a great need for more
inter partes activity in reexamination to prevent the basic unfair-
ness that now exists.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Roger S. Smith follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF ROGER S. SMITH

SUMMARY OF STATEMENT

e PO strongly supports S. 2272, the "Patent Prior User Rights Act of 1994.
e S. 2272 is a carefully crafted bill that clarifies existing law and protects the in-

terests of both trade secret owners and patent owners. Secret use of technology
cannot be dismissed as necessarily less beneficial to society than publicly dis-
closed use.

* Particularly in the case of process inventions, for which trade secret protection
is often a better alternative than patenting the prior user right of S. 2272 will
improve the climate for innovation by enabling the first domestic commercial
user to protect its investment in research, development and commercialization
at a lower cost.

* Most of our major trading partners have prior user rights similar to those pro-
posed in S. 2272, and those systems of prior user rights work well.

e The bill will benefit large and small U.S. manufacturing concerns without un-
dercutting the licensing value of patents.

* The bill provides definitions and limitations that will prevent any abuses of the
prior user right.

* The competitive pressures on U.S. businesses are such that Congress should
move ahead with S. 2272 separately from the other patent system reforms now
on the drawing board.

MR. CHAIRMAN AND MEMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE: M name is Roger S.
Smith. I appreciate the opportunity to testify on behalf of Intellectual Property
Owners (IPO). I am Assistant General Counsel for Intellectual Property at IBM Cor-
poration and the current president of IPO. IPO is a non-profit association that rep-
resents companies and individuals who own patents, trademarks, copyrights, and
trade secrets. IPO members are responsible for a substantial portion of the private
research and development performed in the United States.

IPO strongly supports S. 2272 the Patent Prior User Rights Act of 1994. Al-
though IPO adso is very interested in the topic of patent reexamination, the associa-
tion has not yet developed a position on S. 2341, the Patent Reexamination Reform
Act of 1994. With your percussion I will offer some brief personal comments on S.
2341 at the end of my statement. IPO may wish to submit written comments on
reexamination at a later date.

PRIOR USER RIGHTS IN GENERAL

We believe the Patent Prior User Rights Act of 1994 is important legislation that
will materially improve the functioning of United States patent and trade secret
laws. The bill strikes a balance between the rights of patent owners and the rights
of prior users of patented inventions, who include trade secret owners. By clarifying
the rights of prior users in the United States, the bill if enacted will provide greatly
needed certainty about rights in technology and reduce the expense of protecting in-
tellectual property.

In essence, S. 2272 provides that a U.S. manufacturer will not be liable for In--
fringement of a patent owned by another party if the manufacturer commercially
uses the patented invention, or makes effective and serious preparation to use it,
before the other party files for a patent. It is not clear that existing law is different
from this, but neither is it clear under existing law that a prior user whose use does
not create a public disclosure can continue that use in the face of a later filed pat-
ent.

Clarification of the point has been needed for years, but we know of no case that
deals squarely with it. Globalization of the economy and the high cost of patent liti.
nation have added urgency to the need for clarification. The statutory right in S.
2272 to continue to use technology in the face of later filed patent applications is
the best solution.



PROTECTING TRADE SECRET OWNERS

S. 2272 is a carefully crafted bill that protects the interests of patent owners and
trade secret owners. Under current law, prior users of trade secrets and other tech-
nology that, by its nature, is practiced away from the public's view cannot be con-
fident that another party will not patent the technology and sue them for patent
infringement. Sometimes people have a knee jerk response that protecting prior
users of trade secrets will exalt secrecy over the public disclosure of inventions that
is encouraged by the patent system, and that the bargain theory of the patent right
will be frustrated.

We believe secret use of technology cannot be dismissed as necessarily less bene-
ficial to society than publicly disclosed use. Many important technological achieve-
ments-notably processes---can only be effectively exploited through secret use.
Processes are naturally practiced away from the public's view in most cases. Patents
covering them consequently are very difficult to enforce, so process patents often do
not provide meaningful protection.

The Supreme Court of the United States in its landmark 1974 opinion in Kewanee
Oil Co. articulated how patent law and trade secret law both encourage innovation.
Patent law, the court explained, promotes innovation by offering a right to exclude
competitors for a limited period of time and inducing public disclosure of patented
inventions. The court recognized, however, that trade secret protection for inven-
tions that could have been patented does not conflict with the patent policy of public
disclosure of technology. The court said:

Trade secret law and patent law have co-existed in this country for over
100 years. Each has its particular role to play, and the operation of one
does not take away from the need of the other * * *

A U.S. manufacturer should not be expected to disclose its proprietary processes
to the world, including foreign competitors, through the vehicle of hard-to-enforce
patents in order to assure the continued right to use them in this country.

In addition to processes, there is a need to protect other innovations in which sig-
nificant investments are made during the period that they are under development
and before public use assures their protection against subsequent inventors. S. 2272
accomplishes this in a fair way by protecting effective and serious preparation for
use. This obviates the need for a manufacturer to incur the expense of patenting
every minor improvement or publishing a disclosure of every minor improvement in
order to defeat the right of others to obtain a patent.

If S. 2272 is enacted, the incentive to patent substantial, protectible inventions
will be unchanged. Inventors may not feel compelled to file as many patent applica-
tions on minor inventions, such as improvements made during routine product de-
velopment, as they would if a prior user right were not assured. On the other hand,
the incentive to obtain patent protection where it can be effectively exploited by the
rights to exclude or to reap royalties will continue to far outweigh the incentive to
maintain secrecy. Trade secret protection does not prevent other parties from inde-
pendently creating an invention and using it in the United States. A prior user right
in the United States does not insulate a manufacturer from exclusion from all for-
eign markets by foreign patents filed later by other parties.

PRIOR USER RIGHTS ABROAD

Prior user rights provisions are common in foreign patent systems. A study of 46
countries by the World Intellectual Property Organization in Geneva in 1988 reveals
that the vast majority have a right in their patent laws to use a patented invention
based on possession, use, or preparation for use before the filing date or priority
date. In certain countries--for example, Belgium and France-prior user right are
too broad because a prior user right is recognized for a party who merely possesses
knowledge of the invention earlier than the patent fading date. Such overbroad prior
user rights need to be reined in through international negotiations because they di-
minish the value of exclusive patent rights.

Most of our major trading partners, however, have prior user rights similar to
those proposed in S. 2272, and those systems work well. Litigation involving en-
forcement of prior user rights is rare in other countries, and such litigation will not
become significant in the United States. S. 2272, consistent with the approach used
in other countries, limits the rights to those parties who have commercially used
or made effective and serious preparation for commercial use in this country. For-
eign countries base their prior user rights on the earlier of the domestic patent ap-
plication filing date or Paris Convention priority date, as does S. 2272. Other coun-
tries do not give patent owners compensation for use of patents by prior users, who



in many cases are the first inventor and advance the public interest by manufactur-
ing. S. 2272 is correct in adopting that policy too.

PROVISIONS IN S. 2272

The definitions and the qualifications on prior user rights proposed in S. 2272 are
satisfactory.

For example, the term "commercially used" is defined to include the use of proc.
esses, equipment, tooling, and intermediate materials in the design, testing, or pro-
duction of commercial products. The definition makes clear that commercial use in.
cludes use that is maintained as a trade secret. "Effective and serious preparation"
has to involve reduction to practice of the invention plus serious plans for, and a
significant investment in, commercial use.

Preparations for commercial use that are substantial and material should give
rise to prior user rights, provided they represent activity toward actual commer-
cialization as opposed to mere plans or preliminary efforts toward subsequent activ-
ity. We endorse the following factors recommended by the 1992 Advisory Commis-
sion on Patent Law Reform, among others, for determining whether effective and
serious preparation for use exists:

1. The costs incurred by the prior user by the time of filing of the patent,
as well as the relation of those costs to the total cost for commercialization
of the subject matter of the prior user rights;

2. The amount of time required for the prior user to complete the prepa-
ration for commercial use after the filing date, and the proportion of that
time in relation to the total time necessary to fully prepare for the prior
use;
3. The complexity of preparation for practicing the claimed prior use; and
4. The diligence of the prior user in preparations for the prior use.

The bill provides that subsequent variations and improvements on an invention
which had been used prior to the patent owner's effective filing date do not infringe
the patent only if they do not cause infringement of additional claims of the patent.
The right created by prior use or preparation should be limited to continuation of
the kind of activity which gives rise to the right. In the case of processes, this
should limit the right to a continuation of use of an identified process, but should
not limit the products produced-or affected by the process.

The prior user should be able to expand the prior use to meet market demands,
rather than being restricted to the pre-filing volume of use. Prior users should not
be restricted to a particular geographical area within the borders of the United
States, as entities commonly conduct development and commercialization activities
in different sites throughout the United States.

The bill lists several desirable qualifications on rights based on prior use:
(1) Prior user rights are personal and cannot be transferred except in con-

nection with transfer of the entire business or enterprise which the rights
relate-

(2) Prior user rights are not available if the prior use was based on infor-
mation derived from the patent owner or parties in privy with the patent
owner or the prior user's activity was abandoned;

(3) Prior user rights do not cover all claimed subject matter of the patent,
but only that subject matter that was commercially used or for which there
was serious and effective preparation in the United States before the filing.
date.

These limitations are needed to prevent abuses of the prior user right that would
improperly diminish the value of the patent against which the right might be as-
serted.

We understand the prior user rights of S. 2272 to be legal rather than equitable
rights. A legal prior user right is important in the interest of clarifying the metes
and bounds of the right. Under S. 2272 a court would not have the authority to as-
sees reasonable royalties in favor of the patent owner for use by the prior user, nor
to expand or contract the prior user right in the interest of equity. The prior user
right would be an absolute defense to infringement once the elements of the right
were proven by a sufficient showing of prior use. Rigidly enforced qualifications for
establishing the prior user right, including the requirements of independent innova-
tion and actual reduction to practice, will ensure that the eight will be invoked in-
frequently, and if invoked, sustained only where truly merited.
SIf the court were given authority to assign royalties for prior use and to expand

or diminish the prior user right, it would complicate the right and create uncer-
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tainty that could lead to unnecessary litigation. If faced with the possibility of pay-
ing royalties in the domestic market, manufacturers might build plants overseas
where prior users do not face the threat of being forced to pay compensation to pat-
ent owners.

CONCLUSION

S. 2272 will benefit large and small U.S. manufacturing concerns. Today busi-
nesses large and small are finding that the cost is prohibitive to protect all inven-
tions, including minor improvements, with worldwide patents. Particularly in the
case of process inventions, for which trade secret protection is a practical and often
the best alternative, an assured prior user right will improve the climate for innova-
tion by enabling the first domestic commercial user to protect its investment in re-
search, development, and commercialization at a lower cost.

Non-manufacturing patent owners have expressed fears in the past that prior
user rights might undercut the licensing value of patents, but we do not believe
there is reason for concern, particularly If the rights are limited as provided in S.
2272. Experience abroad suggests that prior user conflicts rarely occur, so most pat-
ent owners will not encounter them. That does not mean that prior user rights are
unimportant to manufacturers. it is the possibility-not the frequency--of a com-
plete prohibition of continued use, that pushes U.S. manufacturers toward unneces-
sary patenting or disadvantageous publishing of manufacturing technoloy

The business community cannot afford to wait for clarification of %e rights of
prior trade secret users through case by case judicial interpretation of the existing
patent code, an uncertain prospect. The competitive pressures on U.S. businesses
are such that Congress should enact S. 2272 separately from the other patent sys-
tem reforms now on the drawing board.

S. 2272 is a carefully thought out bill that balances patent rights and prior user
rights in a way that will strengthen the technological competitiveness of U.S. indus-
try.

I will be pleased to answer any questions.

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, Mr. Smith.
Mr. Griswold?

STATEMENT OF GARY GRISWOLD
Mr. GRISWOLD. Good morning, Mr. Chairman. I am Gary

Griswold. I am representing the AIPLA. I am a board member of
the AIPLA; as you know, it's an 8,500-member national bar asso-
ciation of intellectual property lawyers of all types and sizes. I am
personally the Chief Intellectual Property Counsel of 3M, St. Paul,

; 3M is one of the top 10 U.S. companies in obtaining U.S. pat-
ents, so we are a strong believer in the patent system. I would like
to thank you, Senator DeConcini, for your leadership over many
years in the atent law area. I think the introduction of these two
bills is a iood indicator of that leadership.

The AIPLA supports both S. 2341 and S. 2272. I am going to
change the pace here a little bit, although I would like to make a
few comments on prior user rights since I have a bit of interest
there.

I will first comment on reexamination. The present law, which
was enacted in 1980, relevant to patent reexamination was brought
into being to try to reduce the cost in dealing with issues relative
to the validity of patents that were raised by newly-discovered pat-
ents or printed materials. The present system, because of the lim-
ited participation by the third party requestor, has become not so
much used and respected as we would like. In fact, it appears to
be too much in favor of the patentee because of the limited partici-
pation of the third art requestor.

S. 2341 deals with alot ofthe concerns that have been expressed
by users of the reexamination system, and possible users. AIPLA
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has spent many years considering the reforms mentioned in S.
2341. They have also been adopted by the Secretary of Commerce's
Advisory Commission on Patent Law Reform in 1992, and as you
are well aware, are supported by the Clinton Administration.

The four key elements I would like to comment on today are,
first of all, that a final decision by a district court will preclude the
Patent Office from considering the same issue at a reissue proceed-
ing. That is in the bill and is an important part of the bill. We don't
want the Patent Office going back to deal with the same issue that
was raised or could have been raised in a District Court.

The second issue that I would like to mention is the business of
consolidating the order for reexamination and first action on the
merits to expedite the process. The proposed bill, S. 2341, provides
this as an alternative. We would like to see it be mandatory.

Relative to expanding third party reexamination requestor par-
ticipation, AIPLA's position is that there should be two opportuni-
ties, one after the first action and the other at the conclusion of the
examination where claims have been determined to be allowable.
This has strong support in the AIPLA. The bill allows more partici-
pation than the AIPLA proposal. We would like to still see it at two
opportunities.

The last point I would like to make on reexamination is the third
part requestor being able to appeal. They can appeal to the PTO
Board of Appeals, and also to the CAFC. The bill requires that both
the third party requestor and patentee now only appeal to the
CAFC, not to the district court. We think that's fine, and if the
requestor waives the right to raise the same issues or issue that
could have been raised in a different forum, if they participate in
CAFC, we believe that is fine, as well.

Overall, we believe this is a good bill and support it. There are
a few technical amendments that we would like to make comments
on, and we will submit those later.

Mr. GRISWOLD. Turning to prior user rights, I would like to make
a couple of comments.

One, there are many process inventions that, even if you get a
patent on them, you cannot police the patent because you can't tell
whether or not the process is being practiced by the product. There-
fore the bargain theory of patents, where you trade a disclosure for
the patent right, is just not there for the applicant. We therefore
believe that in those cases it is not good for the U.S. to push its
inventors to file patent applications. This basically provides a dis-
closure of our technology to people who would use it, to our disin-
terest "- we would be interested, but to our disfavor-without pay-
ing any compensation. It's a 'Tree gift" of that technology around
the world.

Secondly, when you have 45 percent of U.S. patents being for-
eign-owned, then what we're talking about here is a situation
where if you are in the U.S. as a manufacturer, you dc not have
a right to stop a foreign-owned patent owner from obtaining an in-
junction against your operations. We don't think that's fair when
in that country-for example, in Japan we ma have an American-'
owned patent that our prior user right would be applicable to in
Japan, and we could not stop a manufacturer in Japan. So we



think that equity requires that U.S. patent owners be treated just
the same as those in other countries.

Is this a rare event? The evidence is that prior user rights do
come up rarely in other countries; but as the comment that is made
in our paper, if you are struck by lightning, it doesn't help to say
that it's a rare event.

Those are my comments.
[The prepared statement of Gary L. Griswold follows:]

PREPARED STATEMENT OF GARY L. GRISWOLD

STATEMENT SUMMARY

* AIPLA supports the "Patent Prior User Rights Act of 1994" (S. 2272).
American business, and in particular small business, should have the

protection of a prior user right. Foreign based business operations already
have this protection.

" AIPLA supports the "Patent Reexamination Reform Act of 1994" (S. 2341).
The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and the AIPLA agree that the re-

examination procedure has not been as beneficial to inventors as had been
envisioned when it was initiated in 1981.
S. 2341 contains the two key reforms of reexamination supported by

AIPLA:
Increased participation by third party challengers to the validity of the

patent, and
A prohibition of allowing the USPTO to reexamine a patent already found

validby a U.S. district court based on the same challenge.

The American Intellectual Property Law Association (AIPLA) is an 8,500 member
national bar association whose membership consists primarily of lawyers in private
and corporate practice, in government service, and in the academic community. As
such, AIPLA represents a wide and diverse spectrum of individuals, companies and
institutions involved directly or indirectly in %e practice of patent, trademark, copy-
right, unfair competition, and other fields of law affecting intellectual property.
I appreciate the opportunity to appear today to offer the position of the AIPLA

on the Patent Reexamination Reform Act of 1994 (S. 2341) and the Patent Prior
User Rights Act of 1994 (S. 2272).

The AIPLA strongly supports the enactment of both S. 2341 and S. 2272. We com-
mend you, Mr. Chairman, for introducing these bills and for your continued efforts
to improve operation of the United States patent system.

A PRIOR USER RIGHT

The AIPLA has consistently supported a strong patent system. Our members
know from long experience how effective it is and has been in protecting the work
of American inventors and promoting the development of technology. For the great
majority of inventions, legal protection is only possible by obtaining a patent. Some
inventions, primarily manufacturing processes and equipment, can either be pro-

- tected as trade secrets under state law or patented. Because trade secret laws gen-
erally provide limited protection in comparison to patent laws, only infrequently
would trade secret protection be the approach of choice if patent protection was
available.

One example is when the "bargain theory" of patents contemplated by the U.S.
Constitution (Art. 4) does not hold. The theory is that it will benefit the develop-
ment of technology if Inventions are disclosed by inventors to the public. In order
to induce inventors to make disclosures, a period of exclusivity through a- patent is
granted to the inventor. If the Inventor cannot determine if his patent is infringed
because the patented product sold does not disclose the process or equipment used
to manufacture it, the inventor's -side of the bargain disappears.

Additionally, the current reality is that it is not feasible or even possible to at-
tempt to patent every piece of technology which may be patentable. The cost of seek-
ing and obtaining patent protection In the U.S. is high. The cost of worldwide pat-
enting has become so expensive that even large U.S. companies must carefuiy
priortize which inventions to ftlly protect. Many small businesses are totally priced
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out of patenting in foreign countries, or, at best, limited to protecting their most im-
portant inventions.

U.S. manufacturers who invest in developing new technology are facing difficult
decisions which impact on their interests and- the U.S. publc interest as well. In
the case of most technology, obtaining a U.S. patent is essential to protect commer-
cial exploitation of the patented invention in the U.S. market. However, a concomi-
tant failure to patent in foreign countries constitutes a free gift of the technology
through the U.S. patent's disclosure to those who would make, use, or sell outside
of the U.S.

Industrial process technology presents an even more difficult dilemma. Identifying
a competitors use of such a patented process may be extremely difficult in the U.54
and impossible in foreign countries. Even if U.S. patenting is economically possible
and accomplished, if foreign patent procurement and enforcement is not possible,
teaching foreign competitors manufacturing processes by U.S. patent disclosures has
significant potential risk to the U.S. patentee in the U.S. market as well as foreign
markets. Products made by the U.S. patented process and imported into the U.S.
to compete with the U.S. inventor may be impossible to identify and stop.

Therefore, for these and other practical reasons, many U.S. companies are being
forced to choose to keep as trade secrets or at least not patent, industrial process
technology. This creates the possibility that a second later inventor may obtain a
U.S. patent on technology already being commercially used, but not publicly dis-
closed. This, in turn provides the legal threat that a court injunction will shut down
an ongoing venture based on an earlier identical invention by a businessman, or an
invention obtained from a third party inventor by the businessman, and used before
the patentee filed an application. This situation, albeit infrequent, is address by
the prior user right.

Foreign inventors are faced with these same practical problems In protecting in-
ventions as are American inventors. The crucial difference is that virtually all in-
dustrialized countries' protect home-based business with a prior user right. An
American patentee in Japan, for example, couldn't shut down a Japanese business,
based on the patented invention, which existed before the American's filing date.
When 45 percent of U.S. patents are foreign owned, the fact that businesses in
America are not similarly protected is, of itself, a strong economic argument in sup-
port of the enactment of S. 2272. It is well recognized that prior user rights protect
domestic businesses and jobs.

The AIPLA support for S. 2272 is predicated on the provisions of the bill which
provide a limited scope of the right. These limitations minimize to a very significant
degree any interference with the exclusive right of any patentee andin many re-
spects are a better solution than the other possible alternative of having the patent
held invalid under section 102(g). 2 These restrictions preclude the possibility of
abuse. S. 2272 clearly does not provide any form ot "reward" to a prior user, but
rather only allows, under restricted circumstances, continuation of a wholly legiti-
mate domestic commercial enterprise.

Before detailing the restrictions in S. 2272, we would point out the rare fact pat.
tern3 which is a condition precedent to the potential creation and use of a prior user
right. A patent is granted to Party B. The identical invention is commercially used
by Party A before the filing or pnority date of Party B's patent application. Party
A obtained the invention either by inventing it himself or from a third party but
did not derive it from Party B. The prior use did not create patent Invalidating prior
art. Party A.continues to commercially use the invention patented by Party B, and
that use is discovered by Party B or brought to Partys B attention by party .
Party B accuses Party A of patent infringement or sues Party B for patent infringe-
ment. Then, and ordy then, does a prior user right, if one exists, have relevance be-
cause it then may be raised by Party A as a defense.

The right of prior use is only available to one who prior to the asserted patent's
fainf or priority date "commercially used" or made "effective and serious prepara-
tion to use the patented invention. Commercialy used means that the invention
has been used in the United States in the design, preparation, manufacture, or test-
ing of a product or service which is used, advertised, sold or distributed in United

ISee Keith M. Kupferschmid, Prior User Right.: Th Inventor's Lo ty Ticket 21 AIPIA
Quarterly Journal No. 8, (193) for analysis of tbe features of prior user rights in h4 countries
in Europe, South America and Asia.
CIThe uu Is not clearly decided. See W.L Gore &Aimo v. GOarlock, Inc., 721 F.2d 1640 (Fed.Cir. 198). '
$Se Lie Osterbord, s a armonied Prior Unr Right Within a Comnmon Marke S.

tem, 12 Intl. Review Indus. Prop. & Copyright, 447, 456 (1981) detailing that In 14 year since
the creation of the prior user ights In Englahd no case reported In which it was raised as a
defenm, likewise In Italy during past 13 years, 4 casm in the past 20 years in France, ete.

23..907 - 96 - 3
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States or foreign commerce. Commercial use does not require that the invention it-self be publicly disclosed or that it be in any way publicly accessible. If a secret roc-
ess or tool is part of the chain of events which ultimately results in a commercially
advertised, disclosed, or sold product, that process or tool shall be deemed to have
been commercially used. The test for commercial use is not met by persons who have
merely made and commercialized a technology similar to the invention.

Effective and serious preparation means that a person has:
a. Acquired the technology by himself or from a source not derived from

the patented
b. Reduced it to practice,
c. Made serious plans for commercialization of the invention,
d. Made a substantial investment, or much of the investment, in the U.S.

necessary to use the invention, and
e. Not abandoned efforts in the United States toward commercialization,

The investment necessary to meet the test for effective and serious preparation
must be in equipment, testing, advertising or other preparation for commercializing
the invention. Documentation and commercialization plans must be in sufficient de-
tail to show the involvement of the claimed embodiment. Regardless of investments
made elsewhere, only investment in the United States shall be considered when de-
termining whether there has been effective and serious preparation.

The test for effective and serious preparation is not met by those persons who
may have merely:

a. conceived of the invention,
b. developed it in a laboratory, or
c. reduced it to practice without using it commercially or making the in-

vestment described above.
Further limitations in subsection (c) that rights granted to a prior user under this

act extend only to the patented embodiment that was already in use or developed,
planned, and under construction as of the filing or priority date of the patent. If,
in order to practice the invention, it becomes evident that the prior user must in-
fringe additional claims of the patent in a manner unforeseen and unplanned at the
time of the filing or priority date then the prior use or effective and serious prepa-
ration was insufficient to qualify for prior user rights.

In subsection (d) improvements to the prior use are permitted under some cir-
cumstances and a ot others. Permitted improvements are those that do not infringe
on additional claims of the patent. Not permitted are improvements made after the
patent filing or priority date that infringe additional claims, even if such improve-
ments were made before the patent issued. o

The right of prior use will allow a change in the volume of commercial activity.
It will also allow reasonable commercialization of the activity that was clearly docu-
mented and planned under the qualifying effective and serious preparation.

Further limiting qualifications are that the rights granted under this act are not
the same as a license and cannot be assigned, transferred, or licensed to others. The
only exception is that the rights may follow the transfer of the entire business or
enterprise to which the rights relate. If the patentee is able to show that the prior
user had sufficient access to, or reasonably could have obtained sufficient informa-
tion from the patentee, whether directly or indirectly to reasonably account for the
prior user's original acquisition of the invention then there will be a presumption
that the prior user derived the invention from the patentee either directly or indi-
rectly. The prior user may rebut this presumption by showing that the invention
was obtained from a source other than the patentee. "

The limit of permitted activity under the patent right is defined by the wording
of the patent claim or claims under which the activity, at the time of the filing or
priority date, fell. The right does not extend to any other claims. For example, con-sider a process. patent containing a broad claim specifng applying heat and a
narrow claim specifying a critical heat range between 170 and 80d C. If the
prior use had been heating at 160 degree, then the right would extend to heating
in general except that it would not extend to the critical range specified in the nar-
row claim, 170 to 180 degrees. If the prior use was heating to 174 degrees, then
the prior use right would include the critical 170 to 180 degree range.

To qualify U prior use or serious preparation therefore, the cumulative activity
must have been substantial at the time of filing. Regardless of the degree of com-
mercial use or preparation which may have o at an earlier point in time, a
defense of prior use may not be employed by someone who had abandoned the use
prior to the filing date of the patent. Citain activities, however are naturally peri-
odic or cyclical. Intervals of non-use between such periodic activities, such as sea-
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sonal factors or reasonable intervals between contracts, would not be considered
abandonment so long as there is no positive corroborating evidence of abandonment.

And finally, the burden of proof falls on the prior user invoking the defense. The
prior user must be able to present persuasive evidence that he has met the nec.

s tests for prior commercial use or effective and serious preparation. Claims
of prior commercial use must be supported by production records, formula books,
shipping records, invoices, advertising records or the like, which when taken to-
gether, show how that the prior user had indeed been usin the technology in a
commercial venture in the United States, or had made qualifying effective and seri-
ous preparation therefore prior to the filing or priority date of the patent.

In sum, AIPLA supports the enactment of S. 2272 which provides a carefully lim-
ited defensive right, which will infrequently exist and even more infrequently ever
be actually used. However, there is a real need to establish this right now. It is no
comfort for someone who has just been struck by lightning to reflect on how infre-
quently such a thing happens.

REEXAMINATION

The U.S. reexamination system was developed by the Judiciary Committees dur-
ing the 96th Congress, enacted into law in December, 1980, and became effective
on July 1, 1981. The Senate Judiciary Committee Report (No. 96-617) accompany-
ing the bill (S. 1679) which established reexamination explained Congressional in-
tent:

* ** One of the greatest concerns facing innovative businesses who
must rely on U.S. patents to protect their new products and discoveries is
the threat that their patents might be invalidated in court if the Patent and
Trademark Office (PTO) missed pertinent patents or printed materials dur-
Inv the course of patent examination.

* * It is the purpose of S. 1679 to bring these uncited patents and
printed publications to the attention of the PTO for a decision on whether
an issued patent is valid; whether its claims should be narrowed, or wheth- -
er it should not have been issued. Under reexamination, an issued patent's
claims could neverr be broadened.
* * * The reexamination of issued patents can be conducted with a frac-

tion of time and cost of formal legal proceedings. Reexamination will help
to restore confidence in the effectiveness of our patent system by efficiently
bringing to the PTO's attention relevant materials that are missing or have
been overlooked.

Now, after 13 years of experience with reexamination, the U.S. Patent and Trade-
mark Office and the AIPLA agree that the procedure is not performing as effectively
as was envisioned when it was created.

The AIPLA supports S. 2341 which, in substance contains a plan of reform final-
ized in 1991 after several years of consideration within AIPLA, endorsed by the Sec-
retary of Commerce Advisory Committee on Patent Law Reform in 1992, and cur.
rently supported by the Clinton Administration. We will forward to the Subcommit-
tee comments on drafing and technical issues promptly.

But today I offer the Subcommittee the views of AIPLA on the four elements of
reform of existing reexamination law and practice included in substance in S. 2341
and recommended by the AIPLA.-

1. Once a judgment has been entered in federal district court against a
party to a suit that it has not sustained its burden of proving a patent in
the suit invalid, that party, and its privies, shall be barred from filing a
request for reexamination, or maintaining a reexamination proceeding, of
the patent at issue. For these purposes, a 'judgment* includes a consent de-
cree, a stipulation, or other dismissal with prejudice unless the right to fie
for or maintain a reexamination is specifically reserved.

Discussion: In 1988 the Federal Circuit decided Ethicon. Inc. v. OWigg,
849 F.2d 1422 (Fed. bCr. 1988) and held (a) that the PTO could not stay
reexamination to await the outcome of an ongoing trial in a District Court,
even where the trial had been completed, and (2) that the PTO in reexam.
ination is not bound by a District Court decision (or for that matter a Fed-
eral Circuit decision on appeal front a District Court) upholding the validity
of a patent but could correctly find the patent to be -invalid on the same
evidence. Theproposition that the PTO In an ex part reexamination could
overrule the decision of a federal district court on the validity of patent
claims was clearly not intended.
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2. The order for reexamination and the first action on the merits in reex-
amination should be consolidated to expedite the reexamination process and
eliminate the seldom used filing of a statement by the patent owner in reex-
amination requested by third parties.
Discussion: S. 2341 would amend 35 USC § 304 to make this procedure op-
tional rather than mandatory as we recommend.

3. Expand third party reexamination requester participation to permit
the requester to file a single set of comments with the examiner at two spe-
cific points in the reexamination proceedings: the first after the patent own-
er's response to the consolidated order and first action on the merit., and
the second at the conclusion of the reexamination proceedings before the ex-
aminer if any claim is indicated to be patentable, but be ore any appeal.

Discussion: Providing a third party requester two opportunities to com-
ment during reexamination before the examiner within time limits and
under controls set by the Commissioner to regulate submissions is suffi-
cient. No other comments should be permitted. Providing greater third
party participation has received strong support in a number of surveys of
AIPL members.

However, strong concerns have been expressed by some that expanded
participation by requesters could lead to lengthy, costly procedures as were
experienced with the reissue/protest practice in effect in the PTO in the late
1970s and early 1980s. Parties often abused the reissue/protest practice by
delaying tactics and the filing of many lengthy protests and comments dur-
int that rocess.

.234 would amend 35 USC §305 to allow a third party requester to
comment on any response by the patent owner to an Office action on the
merits. AIPLA gave serious consideration to this approach. However, we
concluded that most of the advantages of third party requester participation
would be achieved b, two opportunities for comment. The benefits of only
two responses are minimal added "pense or opportunity of harassment of
the patent owner, and little or no time lost in the proceedings before the
examiner. We urge the Subcommittee to reconsider this provision of S.
2341.

4. Permit a third party requester to elect to appeal an adverse decision
to the Board of Patent Appeas and Interferences and then to the Court of
Appeals for Federal Circuit, but making such an election would waive the
party's right to assert or continue to assert the invalidity of that patent in
any other forum on grounds which were raised or could have been raised
in the reexamination proceeding being appealed.

Discussion: This recommendation would permit appeals to be filed by a
third party requester who so elects but in doing so the requester waives the
right to assert or maintain an assertion of invalidity of the same patent
claims in any other forum on any ground that the requester raised or could
have raised in the reexamination proceeding. Such grounds would include
any assertion of invalidity based on prior patents or printed publications
but not non-available grounds such as prior public use or on sale bars.

This provision places the third party requester in a position similar to
that of the patent owner who faces a res judicata or estoppel effect with
respect to matters determined in reexamination. It should discourage
harassing or unnecessary appeals by third party requesters and provide a
measure of finality to appealed decisions in which third party requesters
have participated.

Based on the multiple surveys of AIPLA members, there is strong sup-
port for a right of appeal to the Federal Circuit by a third party requester.
However, there was concern that problems may arise in a case in which
both parties appeal by permitting a patent owner to either appeal to the
Federal Circuit or to file a civil action in district coiArt while the third party
requester only has a right to appeal to the Federal Circuit. See Boein v.
Comm'r 858 F.2d 878, 7 USPQ2d 1487 (Fed. Cir. 1988). The approach rec-
ommenAed removes the patent owner's right to appal, to the district court
In reexamination proceedings and to provide no such right to the requester.
District court proceedings are generaijy lengthy and therefore, contrary to
the strong interest that reexaminations be conducted with special dispatch.
Further, § 145 is little used in reexamination--in 1989 and 1990 for exam-'
ple, only one such action was filed.

In sum, the AIPLA believes that the two comment/appeal/waiver approach would
make reexamination fairer and more useful but with minimal risk or danger of com-



promising its original purpose and goals which importantly included maintaining
e ex parte nature of patent examination/reexamination. With these changes, we

would expect that reexamination will be used more frequently by third pty re-
questers and provide a relatively inexpensive, fast and newly effective ex pane pro-
ceeding as an aid to strengthening issued patents and as an alternative to litigation.

We believe S. 2341, an amendment to limit third party participation, offers a
workable and fair compromise between a strong majority in the bar who support
greater third party participation and those who express very valid concerns about
preserving the original aims and goals of reexamination and avoiding the pitfalls
of the inter parteseprotest proceedings in effect severalyears ago.Thank you for the opportunity to testify today. Welcome any questions the
Chairman or Members of the Subcommittee have.

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you, Mr. Griswold.
Mr. Budinger, your situation is of great interest to this Senator,

and Senator Biden as well has talked to me about it. That's part
of the purpose of these hearings.

If I understand the situation in your particular case, you in-
vented the product and patented it, and then you came up with an-
other integrated process-that goes along with the original process
that you kept as a secret. Is that a fair summary of it?

Mr. BUDINGER. That is. That's correct.
Senator DECONCINI. Now, the process that you did not patent,

you have continued to use for a long period of time?
Mr. BUDINGER. Almost 20 years.
Senator DECONCINI. The patent ran out on the original product?
Mr. BUDINGER. That's correct.
Senator DECONCINI. And now, you are fearful that someone who

is manufacturing your product because it is no longer patented,
and has been able to figure out the secret process that you use,
they have filed a patent on your process and could restrict you from
using your secret process, which would prevent you from the sale
or manufacture of your product?

Mr. BUDINGER. That's exactly our concern.
Senator DECONCINI. Having said all that, the question is, has

that occurred? Has someone patented your process?
Mr. BUDINGER. Yes.
Senator DECONCINI. The so-called secret process?
Mr. BUDINGER. That is correct.
Senator DECONCINI. Have they made any demands on you to not

use it?
Mr. BUDINGER. No; fortunately, the patent is owned bya country

that has so far been somewhat averse to litigation.
Senator DECONCINI. And do you know of instances where there

has been such an enforcement of a patent of someone's business se-
crets that has prevented them from using that in the continued
production of their product?

Mr. BUDINGER. No, we don't, but I'm not sure that's significant
because that isn't something that we normally pay a lot of atten-
tion to unless it's us.

Senator DECONCINI. I understand.
I wonder how extraordinary this is and whether or not we may

be facing a number of potential incidence like this, like yours, If we
don't do something.
-Mr. BUDINGER. Our counsel tells us that it is not uncommon; in
fact, one of the letters that I've submitted to you is from a counsel
which says that this has happened to a number of his clients. In



our case it has happened more than once. I have chosen one par-
ticular example which, at Mr. Banner's suggestion, was the one
least likely to get us into trouble by somebody deciding, "Hey, we
want to go litigate that." In fact, there are several patents that are
now issued to foreign companies on processes that we have beenusing for a lon ine.

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Banner argues--as I understand it, and
Mr. Banner, please correct me-if you had published in a trade
magazine and made some reference to your secret process, or you
had plant showing where someone could observe it, then there
would be a prohibition of someone prohibiting you from using the
process that you invented but kept secret.

Is that correct, Mr. Banner?
Mr. BANNER. Yes, Mr. Chairman, I might add-
Senator DECONCINI. I'm going to give-you plenty of time to an-

swer that. I just wanted to be sure that that's what you said.
Now, Mr. Budinger, if that is the case, and I have no reason to

doubt Mr. Banner's expertise in this area, did you consider doing
that? Or did you even know that maybe you had those options?

Mr. BUDINGER. Yes, we did know we had the option. We really
wouldn't want to do that for economic reasons. We have spent a lot
of money and time in developing this technology and the last thing
we would want to do would be to make that as a gift to the com-
petition.

Senator DECONCINI. OK; so it's a matter that if you did what Mr.
Banner suggested you could have done, then that would have given
you a clear defense of anybody keeping you from doing it, but that
would have disclosed the process that you kept as a secret, thereby
giving it up to the competitor?

Mr. BUDINGER. Correct.
Senator DECONCIM. Now the fact is that they found it through

their own intellectual capabilities, they have discovered your se-
cret?

Mr. BUDINGER. Right.
Senator DECONCINI. Then that's fair game, and you're not com-

plainin# about that?
Mr. J3UDINGER. Correct.
Senator DECONCINI. Because the patent has run out, your prod-

uct is open to anyone to produce and lif they do reverse engineering
or whatever and come up with your secret, you're not saying, "Hey,
you can't have it because you never patented it?" You just don't
want somebody to keep you from using your secretprocess.

Mr. BUDINGER. Exactly right. If someone else figures out what
we're doing and gets a patent on it, the fact that we chose at some
point not to do that-that's our risk.

Senator DECONCINI. You don't have any problem with our legis-
lation here, giving the burden of proof on you or someone like you
to satisfy that this truly was a usable secret?

Mr. BUDINGER. No, I think that's very appropriate. The burden
of proof should be on the prior user.

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Banner, you wanted to respond?
Mr. BANNER. I Just wanted to say, Mr. Chairman, that my advice

to Mr. Budinger was free. I just wanted to be sure that was clear,
(Laughter.)
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Senator DECONCINI. I'll tell you, that's a very generous thing,
Mr. Banner, and I imagine Mr. Budinger pays plenty of lawyers'
fees and I'm sure he'll send you a "thank you" for that.

Mr. BANNER. Do you have a question for me?
Senator DECONCINI. Yes, I do. First of all, for the record you said

that all the universities oppose this bill. We've worked very closely
with' the Association of University Technology Managers, Inc.; you
are familiar with that group, Mr. Banner?

Mr. BANNER. Yes.
Senator DECONCINI. Their president, Mr. Hostetler, sent us a

memo on prior users' rights. He has worked with us on the draft,
which is substantially the bill that has been introduced. Although
it is not a resounding support of the bill, I will just read a part of
it and I will put the full memo in the record.

It says, "Thus we feel we should either give Mr. Budinger's bill
our qualified support, or at least indicate that we won't actively op-
pose it-at least as long as it remains as drafted," which it has
done.

So I think your representation that the universities oppose this
is inaccurate. They may not support it as the Intellectual Property
Owners do, but certainly they do not find objections to this limited
bill where we have attempted to rectify all outstanding concerns,
and I want the record to show that.

[The referenced memorandum follows:]
ASSOCIATION OF UNiVERsIY TECHNOLOGY MANAGERS, INC.,

Corvallis, OR, June 20, 1994.
TO: All AUTM Members
FROM: William Hostetler, AUTM President
RE: PRIOR USER RIGHTS

As you may be aware, efforts are underway to introduce Federal Prior User
Rights legislation. In order to keep you updated on the progress of this issue, en.
closed you will find a memo, "The Threat to Small American Manufacturers,* from
W.D. Budinger at Rodel, Inc., a copy of the Proposed Prior User rights Bill as it
currently exists, and a copy of a section-by-section analysis of the bill.

The stand being taken by the AUTM Board is as follows: While we would rather
not have any form of Prior User Rights or only a limited form that has to be claimed
within some reasonable time after a patent issues, we are convinced that Mr.
Budinger's proposed legislation is about as limited a form of Prior User Rights as
we are ever going to see. Thus, we feel we should either give Mr. Budinger's bill
our qualified support or at least indicate that we won't actively oppose it--at least
as long as it remains as drafted. Hopefully passage of the Budinger bill will forestall
the introduction of a broader form of Prior User Rights of the sort that some of the
larger industrial corporations have been pushing.

Members of the AUTM Board have worked with Mr. Budinger to narrow the bill
as much as possible and he has tried very hard to meet our concerns because he
wants university support. He has a commitment from DeConcini's staff that, if the
bill becomes controversial and gets changed, they will see that it Is withdrawn from
consideration.

The AUTM Board feels that It would be a waste of our efforts to actively oppose
this bill but the Board will make clear that any broader form of Prior User Rights
would result in our strong opposition.This is AUTM's position on this issue. AUTM Members should feel fe to express
their individual opinions to their Washington representatives and to the AUTM
Board. We would appreciate It if you would forward copies of any letters you write
to Penny Dalziel at the AUTM Headquarters,
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RODEL INC.,
Newark, DE, March 13, 1994.

THE THREAT TO SMALL AMERICAN MANUFACTURERs

A new threat has appeared to the technology used by America's small manufac-
turers. It is becoming possible to stop American manufacturers from using their own
technology-technology they may have been using for decades. Individual inventors
and small manufacturers are particularly at risk.

Here as one real life example from Rodel's experience:
For years our company has been manufacturing one of its principle prod-

ucts by using a fairly simple process involving heat. When we first ban
the process almost 20 years ago, the process was not considered patentable.
Now the intellectual property climate has changed and many such proc-
esses are more easily patented. However, because heatingis old art to
Rodel, we long ago lost our right to patent it. On the other hand, a company
which has not previously made a product using such a process is not ai-
larly precluded from filing for a patent. A few yean ago, a foreign company
analyzed our product and determined that we made it using beat (a fairly
easy analysis to make). they filed a patent in their own country claiming
the use of heat. They then filed for and received a U.S. counterpart patent.
We now find ourselves facing a new U.S. patent on the process that we de-
veloped 20 years ago to make our product. The foreign company that holds
the patent is a huge corporation. It dwarfs our small enterprise. If they
choose to enforce their patent, they have the financial horsepower to over-
whelm us. Our attorneys tell us that under U.S. law, the holder of a valid
patent on our process would almost certainly be able to stop our production.

This threat did not always exist in its present form. It is a side effect of changes
in our court system (CAFC), the dropping of trade barriers, and the increased inter-
est by foreign firms in U.S. technology and the patent system. Indeed, most small
U.S. firms do not yet compete globally and are not yet aware of the threat. As was
our case, most inventors believe that if they have been using technology for more
than a year, it can't be patented. Most of us are not aware that our use of tech-
noloy is not necessarily a bar to some one else coming along much later and getting
a atent on it. We are -..ulnerable in a way we never expected.

Ths situation is particularly acute for smaller enterprises. Most manufacturers,
especially small manufacturers, do not, and indeed cannot, patent all their tech-
nology. Patents are expensive and thefr prosecution takes precous time away from
management or new innovation. Inventors and small companies generally try to pat-
ent only those inventions that they intend to sell on the open market. The hundreds
or thousands of little innovations that are incorporated in their tooling, processing,
or intermediate materials are rarely patented. If small companies were required to
patent everything they want to keep using, they would have to submit every piece
of their technology for review by patent attorneys. Such reviews (and the resulting
defensive patents) would be prohibitively expensive.

We must do something about this problem. Small enterprises are the spawning
grounds for our economic future. More and more, the survival of these small enter-
prises will depend upon their global competitiveness. This issue strikes at the heart
of that competitiveness--the cost and effectiveness of protecting hard earned tech-
nology. None of our major foreign competitors operate under the disadvantage we
have. To protect their technology, our foreign competitors need only keep it con.
fidential. Their laws assure them the right of continued use even if someone later
comes along and gets a patent. On the other hand, under American law, in order
to be assured the right of continued use, we must publish our technology either
openly or in the form of patents. But even if we could afford to file for U.S. patents
on everything we do, filing creates a new danger. Since our foreign competitors are
free to read U.S. patents (and soon even our applications may be pu shed), they
gain immediate access to our technology. If we are required to defensively patent
all our processes, the only way we can globally protect ourselves is to file counter-

patenta all over the world. The burden is huge. The cost of filing and maintain
ing just one European patent Is $88,000. That doesn't Include Asia or any of the
costs of enforcement. No. Defensive patenting is just not a viable option for small
U.S. companies operating in a global marketplace. We must be able to keep our
technology confidential without fear that it can be taken from us.

Our major trading partners have already addressed this issue and protected
themselves. They can safely keep their technology confidential because they have
added "prior user rights to their patent law; Under a prior user right, if a patent



issues and someone else can prove that he has been using the technology since be-
fore the priority date, the law protects continuation of that prior use. As things
stands now, if we get a patent on their technology, they can keep operating. If they
get a patent on our technology they can shut us down.

The problem can be easily fixed by incorporating prior user protection into Amer-
ican patent law. But we need to act quickly. According to that celebrated statement
made by Fujitsu, the accumulating mass of foreign patents is a sleeping bomb over
American industry.

Senator DECONCINI. Now, Mr. Banner, let me ask you this-
Mr. BANNER. May I comment on that, sir?
Senator DECONCINI. Sure.
Mr. BANNER. I think you will find the record clear, that I didn't

say "all universities" were opposed to it. I said "universities" were
opposed to it. I got that from Mr. Bremmer, who is very active in
that association. His telephone conversation with me indicated that
he, who is very active in the university area, and others who are
of a similar ilk, oppose this bill. That's where I got it.

Senator DECONCINI. Certainly this organization represents, I
would suggest, the university community. It may not represent
every single opinion of every university, but it is the most pres-
tigious group Iknow of, of universities that deal with technology,
and they do not oppose it. You don't question that, do you?

Mr. BANNER. Not at all.
Senator DECONCINI. OK.
Now, Mr. Banner, let me ask you this. The ABA meeting in New

Orleans this last week adopted a resolution in opposition to S.
2272, specifically.

Mr. BANNER. Yes, that's correct.
Senator DECONCINI. Now, does that mean that the full ABA

voted on that? That was presented to the full House of Delegates,
or whatever it's called?

Mr. BANNER. No. The House of Delegates had adopted the resolu-
tion back in 1968, which is almost identical to the one which was
adopted by the Council of the Section last Saturday. As a matter
of fact, the Council's Section resolution was patterned on the posi-
tion taken by the American Bar Association.

Senator DECONCINI. In 1968 the American Bar Association as a
whole-its delegates.

Mr. BANNER. The House of Delegates, yes.
Senator DECONCINI (continuing]. The House of Delegates passed

a resolution?
Mr. BANNER. Yes.
Senator DECONCINI. I'd like to have that for the record.
Mr. BANNER. Yes, you will. I will put it in with my statement.
Senator DECONCINI. And then just last week, the Section on Pat-

ents and Copyrights, the full group, meeting in their regular meet-
ing, adopted a resolution in support of the 1968 resolution of the
House of Delegates, is that accurate?

Mr. BANNER. No, it is not accurate. The council of the section-
Senator DECONCINI. The council? What is the council?
Mr. BANNER. The council is the governing body of the section.
Senator DECONCINI. Like a board of directors?
Mr. BANNER. Like a board of directors.
Senator DECONCINI. Of the section?
Mr. BANNER. Yes.



Senator DECONCINI. So it was never presented to the section at
the American Bar Association meeting?

Mr. BANNER. That's correct. It readopted the position of the
American Bar Association. Not that it had to.

Senator DECONCINI. Does the council of the section normally
take positions on behalf of the section without presenting them tothe sect on?Mr. ANER. It takes those positions, Senator, when two things

occur: number one, when the situation is one which is in accord-
ance with the American Bar Association position, the major group,
the House of Delegates, and when there is some reason to believe
that there is urgency. The reason to believe that there was urgency
was the fact of these hearings today, on Tuesday. The meeting was
last Saturday.

Senator DECONCINI. And you were prohibited from presenting it
to the full section?

Mr. BANNER. There was no full section meeting at that time.
Senator DECONCINI. There was no full section. And was there a

full section meeting during this Bar convention?
Mr. BANNER. No.
Senator DECONCINI. Oh, I see. So there -
Mr. BANNER. Well, there was a section meeting, but it was not

a business meeting for the purpose of discussing these resolutions.
Resolutions come to the floor of the section after committee action
and committee vote.

Senator DECONCINI. Committee? You mean the council?
Mr. BANNER. No, I mean that the section itself, now, is divided

up into different committees, and the different committees, during
the committee year, formulate resolutions. Those resolutions, then,
are debated at the full meeting. The full meeting here was in
June

Senator DECONCINI. Oh, I see. So you didn't know about this
bill?

Mr. BANNER. That's right.
Senator DECONCINI. SO there was no committee review of this

bill in the June
Mr. BANNER. There was a very brief committee review because

a special committee had heard about the bill, but they couldn't
form a committee report because of the time factor.

Senator DECONCINI. I see.
Now, will this be presented to the committee of the section at the

next meeting of the section or the committees?
Mr. BANNER. I don't know.
Senator DECONCINI. Is your council decision the final decision for

the section?
Mr. BANNER. Well, the section really can't adopt a resolution,

Senator, which is contrary to the resolution of the American Bar
Association. It can adopt a resolution which asks the American Bar
Association to change its position. -

Senator DECONCINI. Sure and that's what I'm trying to find out.
If this committee doesn't look at this legislation in depth and
doesn't present whatever their findings are to the full section, and
the fact that the resolution of the full House of Delegates was in
1968, which I'm sure you will agree was a longtime ago in the
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sense of technology advancements and litigation and what have
you, it seems to me that the American Bar Association is indeed,
as Mr. Smith said, knee-jerk in its reaction to this legislation. This
is very disappointing to me, being a member-although not an ac-
tive member -- of the American Bar Association, for such a knee-
jerk reaction to legislation that they would not at least pass with
some qualifying statement saying, "We will look at it, we will re-
view the 1968 resolution and what technology and litigation might
have transpired between then and now, when we are asked to come
before the Judiciary Committee with a statement either in support
or opposition." I respect the Bar Association in opposing it; I re-
spect the section in opposing it; I respect the council in opposing
it; I respect whatever their judgment is. But I find it very, very dif-
ficult to respect the process that the Bar Association has imple-
mented here in such short notice, with no qualifications, on the
basis of a process that ought to be fair on the part of the Bar Asso-
ciation. I suspect there are some lawyers within that section that
would have strong feelings and very well may be members of Intel-
lectual Property Owners-as you were for a longtime, the beginner
of it, as I recall, and the former President and an innovator in mov-
ing intellectual property here-who would like to have had some
say.

Wouldn't you think so, Mr. Banner?
Mr. BANNER. I think it would be difficult to say that there's

something wrong with the process if we didn't know there was such
a hearing scheduled until very recently. There was a special com-
mittee report; we had the special committee consider it, and if
there is a need to reconsider it-that is to say, if this bill isn't
passed until the next time the section meets--it probably will be-
considered. But if the bill were to be passed tomorrow, I doubt very
much whether we would consider it.

Senator DECONCINI. I haven't seen your resolution from the--I
guess it's a resolution from the council-

Mr. BANNER. Yes.
Senator DECONCINI [continuing]. But I presume it flat out op-

poses S. 2272, with no qualifications or caveats or what have you
about "Perhaps we should review this in light of the last time the
Bar Association took a formal position, in 1968."

Mr. BANNER. Well, there have been several considerations of this
issue in general, but not specifically on this issue. I think 1 can as-
sure you, Senator, that if this bill wasn't passed for another year,
there would be a committee that would look into it again. I don't
see any reason why it wouldn't be.

Senator DECONCINI. Why didn't the council indicate that because
this was a very limited emergency that they would have to stand
with the Bar's position of 1968, but due to the fact that that was
many years ago, technology has changed, litigation has changed,
that you would oppose it but would certainly review it very care-
fully due to these circumstances? Was that ever discussed in the
council?

Mr. BANNER. It was expected in the council that this bill would
be likely enacted in the very near future. That was the atmosphereIn which the council met.a
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Senator DECONCINI. There was no discussion as to the merits or
any changes that might have occurred since 1968?

Mr. BANNER. Oh, yes, there was.
Senator DECONCINI. There was?
Mr. BANNER. Yes; there was discussion of what might have

changed since 1968, and the council's position wa8 that nothing, as
it relates to this issue, had changed since 1968.

Senator DECONCINI. Nothing?
Mr. BANNER. Nothing.
Senator DECONCINI. So since 1968, there absolutely were no

changes at all in technology or litigation or cases affecting this
prior user right? That's what was presented by the council?

Mr. BANNER. No, Senator, I didn't say that no technology had
changed.

Senator DECONCINI. Well, you said there was no-
Mr. BANNER. I said that with respect to this issue-that is to say,

whether or not there should be a royalty free license to somebody
who would start something prior to the filing date of a later appli-
cation-that hasn't changed at all.

Senator DECONCINI. No; didn't you say that there had been no
changes since 1968? Isn't that what you said?

Mr. BANNER. In this issue, the issue of whether-
Senator DECONCINI. Yes, in the prior user rights issue.
Mr. BANNER. That's correct.
Senator DECONCINI. OK; so there had been no changes?
Mr. BANNER. That's correct.
Senator DECONCINI. So that's what was presented and that was

what the council adopted.
Mr. BANNER. I don't know if it was presented, but that's what

the council ado ted.
Senator DECONCINI. Well, you said it was presented. You said

there was discussion on it.
Mr. BANNER. There was discussion-
Senator DECONCINI. And if there was discussion, it had to be

presented, did it not, Mr. Banner, that there had been "no changes
in the prior use rights position, or in this area of the law, since
1968, so we are adopting this resolution?" Isn't that a fair conclu-
sion?

Mr. BANNER. If you mean "presented" in the sense that it was
discussed, I said it was discussed, but there was no statement pre-
sented to the effect that It hadn't changed.

Senator DECONCINI. But isn't that what you're saying? Isn't that
what you just said, that it hadn't been changed, so that's why you
adopted the resolution?

Mr. BANNER. Senator, I don't know what you're saying.
Senator DECONCINI. What I'm saying
Mr. BANNER. The council adopted the resolution-
Senator DECONCINI. I don't mind telling you what I'm saying. I

think the Bar Association and this council had it igged, and it
acted as a knee-jerk reaction without being fair or without being
very judicious in the sense of what lawyers are all about. So to
have a resolution of 1968 and not have some presentation, or at
least put a caveat or a qualifier in the opposition because of time--
and I understand that-to me, the credibility of the Bar Associa-

.. ft a



tion is certainly questioned in this particular interest. That's just
the opinion of this Senator; nobody else is here; maybe nobody
gives a damn, but to me, I value the Bar Association. We asked
them to testify. I've worked with the Bar Association on this par-
ticular section on much legislation, and they have been very spe-
cific and thorough in their reaction. I've worked with them on the
family section. I've worked with them on the criminal section, on
the Constitutional section. I find them to be extremely thorough
and to review things that might date back to 1968. I don't find that

-in your presentation today.
Mr. Griswold?
Mr. GRISWOLD. Senator, I am a member of the American Bar As-

sociation and I am familiar with the proceedings. Actually, there
was a resolution passed by the section, the full membership of the
section, in 1982 that was is favor of prior user rights--not in the
context of harmonization.

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Banner, are you aware of that?
Mr. BANNER. No.
Senator DECONCINI. You're not aware of that?
Mr. BANNER. No; I know there have been several resolutions over

the years, OK?.
Senator DECONCINI. You're not aware of that, and yet your coun-

cil passes this resolution? I mean, that-
Thank you, Mr. Griswold.
I'm sure you won't be held in high esteem at the next Bar Asso-

ciation meeting, but who cares, right? I mean, this is the kind of
shenanigans that, to me, is disheartening; from the most pres-
tigious organization of lawyers in the world, one that has, to me,
the capability of having credibility with the American public, as
well as lawyers. And this is just one incident. I wonder how many
others there are.

Mr. BANNER. Let me ask you a question.
Senator DECONCINI. Yes, sir?
Mr. BANNER. What resolution are you talking about?
Mr. GRISWOLD. Resolution 206-1.
Mr. BANNER. When was it passed?
Mr. GRISWOLD. In 1982, is what I have.
Mr. BANNER. In 1982?
Mr. GRISWOLD. Yes.
Mr. BANNER. I don't have anything here in 1982. 1 have one in

1993, but that has to do with harmonization, which is certainly not
what we're talking about.

Mr. GRISWOLD. That's right. The resolution that was passed in
1993 did relate to the context of harmonization, but the 1982 reso-
lution, as I understand it, on its face certainly doesn't indicate any
reference to harmonization.

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Banner, I have it here and I will be glad
to give you a copy. I'm going to put It in the record, and we will
be glad to share it with you. That's all I -need; I think its pretty
clear where the Bar Association is coming from on this one.

(The copy of Resolution 206-1 follows:]
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that whether or not t s copy, t, if the subject matter is found to be
that which is capable of being copyright , the courts will find preemption. On the
other hand, even though the state [a cause of action might require proof of
additional elements, for example it nt, secondary meaning, or likelihood of
confusion, f the relief sought is fo to be "equivalent" to that of copyright,
then the preemption of Section 301 found controlling.

It is interesing to compare thos cases finding preemption with those recent
cases In which the courts have decided the issue of whether a state statute
attempting to control "bUnd biddi g" by motion picture distributors is unconstitu.
tional. In holding that the statute are a proper exercise of state power and not in
conflict with the federal schem , the courts necessarily construe the legislative
history underlying Section 3011 but in a direction clearly limiting the scope of
Section 301 to preemrt only would have been protected under state common
law copyright theories pno to the 1976 act, Associated Film Distribudo.
Corporation v. Thornburgh, 20 F. Supp. 971 (E.D. Pa. 1981); Allied Arists
Corporation v. Rhodes, 496 . Supp. 442 (N.D. Ohio 1980). Perhaps this is the
proper analysis. If so, then should be used also in a determination of whether a
state unfair competition cI has been preempted.

SUBCOMMITTEE B PAUL M. ENLOW, Subcommittee Chairman

Subject 2. RECONCILIATION OF THE TRADE SECRET/PATENT CON-
FLICT.

PROPOSED RESOLUTION 206.1.

1 RESOLVED, that the Section of Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law

2 favors In principle legislation providing an in peronam right or right of prior,

- .ublic user to the first Inventor who elects to keep his Invention

4 a trade secret, and further provides that the patent on the same Invention

5 which was Independently discovered by a subsequent Inventor shall not be

6 held Invalid based on the trade secreti.4.,,,I~q~ublc use of the first

7 Inventor.

Past Action. The following resolution was recommitted by the Section at the
August meeting in August 1981 (1981SP67.R206-2).

Proposed Resolution No. 206-2
R OLVED, that the Section of Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law favors in
principle the concept and enactment of an in personam riht or right of prior user
as a means to resolve the conflict between the first inventor who keeps his
Invention a trade secret and the independent second inventor who obtains a patent
on the Invention.

*B.IAVI L COP1 ---- .Is
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following resolution was defeated by the Section at the Annual Meeting in
AuIust 1979 (1979SP88-R402-2).

resolution No. 402-2
RtSOLVED. that the Section of Patent. Trademark and Copyright Law favors in
principle legislation providing that one who has elected to practice the use of an
,avcntion as a trade secret rather than to patent it shall have no superveninS right
to continue practicing it as against one who independently invents and patents the
invention.

Discussion. This is the eighth year that this committee has considered the
respective rights of the first inventor who keeps his invention as a trade secret and
a second who independently discovered the invention and obtains a patent. As
indicated by the disposition of the 1979 resolution and the 1980 resoldtio the
Section has had difficulty in providing a solution to the conflict between a first
inventor trade secret user and a second Inventor patentee.

Most of the industrial nations of the world have solved this problem by creating
a "right of prior user" which permits the trade secret user to practice his
invention in secrecy without fear that a subsequent patentee wiU be able to assert
the patent against the trade secret user. These countries do not recognize a prior
trade secret use of an invention known to the patentee to render the patent invalid.
There is little case law directly concerning the conflict and as indicated in last
year's committee report the cases are ambiguous as to whether a prior trade secret
use of an invention later discovered independently and patented should defeat
such a patent. It is the purpose of the newly proposed resolution to solve the
conflict by protecting the trade secret user from the action by the second inventor
patentee and at the same time eliminate the possible consequence of invalidating a
patent based on a prior secret use.

Many authors have discussed the problem under consideration following the
Supreme Court's Opinion in Kewanee Oil Co. Y. Bicron Corp., 416 U.S. 470
(1974). wherein the court noted that the patent laws and the trade secret laws are
compatible since they both encourage the development of new inventions. It
seems axiomatic that since the primary goal of the patent aws is to promote the
advancement of the Arts and Sciences in return for disclosure to the public, the
patentee who does disclose his invention should not be punished by invalidating
his patent due to the prior independent secret use. See for example, The Trade
Secret Owner v. The Patentee of the Same Invention: A Conflict?. 57 JPOS 742
(1975); The Rights of the First Inventor Trade Secret Users as Against Those of the
Second Inventor-Patentee. 61 JPOS 574 (1979); and The Non-Iforming Public
Use Concept and its Application to Patent-Trade Secret Conflicts, 45 Albany Lw
Review 1060 (1981).

Unless legislation is enacted providing protection for the prior user of a trade
secret and also protection for the second independent inventor who secures a
patent, there will continue to be mutual destruction of patents and trade secrets.
The solution clearly is to let the patent stand without being invalidated by a prior

, trade secret use and at the same time assure the trade secret holder that he will not
* be the subject of a later fied patent infringement suit. By protecting the rights of

both parties the patentee would receive protection for his Invention and the
Independent trade secret user would be allowed to continue using his invention.
This solution would be In conformity with the Kewanee decision and would satisfy
the constitutional mandate concerning the use of patents to promote the props
of the Arts and Sciences.

SUBCOMMrrEE C WILLIAM L.J FuZE. Subcommittee Chairman

Subject 3. UNIFORM TRADE 7 E RETS ACT.
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you have these same damages in bo cases. even though 43(a) refers to
registrants and there is clear statutory nd decisional authority that the Lanham
Act does not preempt state trade 1 and unfair competition statutes.

The initial topic we dealt with "reverse confusion". The first thing we dealt
with was the definitional aspect With the advent of "reverse confusion" there
are two types of confusio rdinary confusion, where the defendant has
suggested his goods come m the plaintiff, and verse confusion, where the
confusion is that the trade owner's products come from the infringer. Those
are typical cases where small trademark owner is overwhelmed by a large
advertising campaign m an infringer. We felt the doctrine itself was satisfac-
tory. We had some se ous questions regarding damages that have been assessed
in cases of reverse fusionn"

The council had aced Resolution 205-1 in Class 2, Approved, and the Section
ratified Counci's ction.

Mr. McAulf then introduced Mr. Edward G. Fiorito, Chairman of Committee
206.

Resolution 2 .1
Mr. Fiorito gave the Committee's report: "Committee 206 has been attempting

to provide you with a resolution that will resolve the conflict between trade
secrets and patents that has continued for almost the number of years clear back
to the last time we met here in San Francisco.

"For those of you who may not be familiar with the conflict that arises, when a
trade secret owner maintains his trade secret in secret, using it, and not divulging
it or doing anything that would reveal it to the public, and quite independently at a
subsequent time another independent discoverer invents the same invention and
secures a patent, the conflict arises and the question arises whether or not the
prior trade secret use should be a basis for invalidating the subsequent patent, or
whether the patent owner should be able to successfully find that the prior trade
secret user infringes his patent.

"The proposed Resolution 206-1 on page 136 of the Gray Book attempts to
solve this conflict in an equitable way. It eliminates the possible consequence of
invalidating the patent based on the prior trade secret use, while at the same time
providing an in personam right protecting the trade secret user from being found
to infringe the subsequent patent by the second inventor.

"This resolution is consistent with the Supreme Court's opinion in Kewanee,
where the court ultimately held that the federal patent law, while prohibiting the
states from setting up competing patent laws, does not preempt trade secret law.
The court went on to state that the patent and trade secret systems are
compatible, as both systems seek to encourage invention.

"It is this co-existence of the trade secret law and the patent law that makes it
imperative that the conflict we, are addressing here today be resolved through the
enactment of legislation which protects the prior user of the trade secret and also
protects the second independent inventor who secures the patent.- Unless a
reasonable resolution is found there will continue to be mutual destruction of the
patent and the trade secret.

"Another point of consideration by the Committee was whether or not the in
personam right applies to all types of trade secrets, and it is the intention of this
Committee to have this particular resolution apply to all trade secrets, whether
they are the kind of trade secret that is used in the manufacturing facility such as
chemical processes or mechanical manufacturing equipment, as well as applying
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an in personarn right to the types of trade secrets that are embodied in products
that are put into public commerce-products which, however, do not divulge the
trade secret.

"So, there may be ways of improving the language, and maybe we should
improve it; but what we are asking here today is that rather than have the
Committee come back next year or until the next time this Section meets in San
Francisco, we feel the resolution captures the basic elements that could provide
the basis for much-needed legislation to resolve this conflict.

Mr. Jorda proposed an amendment to Resolution 206-1, namely, the deletion of
the term "non-informing public" in both occurrences on line 3 and line 6.

Mr. Jorda explained: "Mr. Fiorito has mentioned that the intention was that
this resolution apply to all trade secrets, including trade secrets inherent in
manufacturing processes. I wiU agree this is a greatly improved version over prior
versions. However, I am afraid it does not apply to all trade secrets as it should.
By removing this limiting language it would apply to all trade secrets. This limiting
language narrows the resolution so much that it is practically useless, because it
applies only to commercially marketed products."

Chairman DeGrandi noted that Mr. Fiorito accepted the amendment, and
debate continued on the resolution.

Mr. Fryer favored the resolution, adding. "I would like to get on the record the
fact that I interpret this as not precluding the possibility of writing in a more
specific limitation on the term of the patent which is allowed to exist. I am
uncomfortable with that patent being issued for 17 years. I would rather see, for
example--and -I assume this can be done and this resolution does not stop the
Committee or the Section from voting in further detail later--that the patent might
be limited to 17 years from the date of the first commercial use of that particular
trade secret. [ speak in favor of the resolution with that understanding."

Mr. Ackerman proposed an amendment: on lines 3 and 4 delete the words "to
keep his invention a trade secret" and replace them with the words "not to seek
patent protection on his invention."

Mr. Ackerman explained his amendment: "The reason I propose the amend.
ment is because it seems to me in the wording of the resolution (which I approve
of otherwise) the in personam right being proposed would be dependent on the
persons keeping the invention a trade secret forever, that if the person perhaps
published material after the patent was issued relating to his invention, or in
another way it no longer was a trade secret, he would lose the in personal trade
secret right. I would like to hear that discussed."

Mr. Fisher opposed the amendment: "I am sympathetic with the objective of
the amendment, but I don't think it comes to where it wants to, because if
someone files a patent application and fails to get a patent and wants to abandon,
he is wiped out as amended."

The motion to amend was defeated. Mr. Rohrback rose in opposition to this
resolution. "I believe this Section should encourage the prompt filing of patent
applications, the use of the patent system, the prompt issuance of patents. I do not
believe we should be as worried about the right of one who elects to keep his
invention a trade secret as we are of the one who seeks to take advantage of the
patent system.

"I believe this resolution encourages people to avoid use of the patent system.
in the hope that they can maintain a monopoly on their trade secret ad infinitum,
whereas the patent system itself would limit that monopoly. One who has done
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nothing to increase the sum of useful knowledge has deprived the public of what
the patent system was intended to seek, the disclosure of the invention."

Mr. Fisher then moved to recomit: "The reasons are partly on the floor. There
am a few additional ones. I would note that there is past action contrary to thL,
resolution that is buried in the action of the Committee when it was resolved in a
committee of the whole in 1966 or 1967 or 1968 when we met. Several times the
issue came up and was rather soundly defeated.

"Secondly, I think the Committee report should take cognizance of Learned
Hand's decision. I think that authority ought to be considered by the Committee."

Mr. lorda opposed the motion to recommit. "I think this problem W :- -- ome
acute In recent years. This is not a new problem. It is only because of the dam
decision and others that In recent years district courts have struck down patent
user left and right unjustly and unfairly. We have enlarged the extremes. Why
should the first inventor or trade secret owner have to close down his commercial
operation or pay royalties to a johnny-come-lately inventor? Or, on the other
band, at the other extreme, why should the second inventor, who gets a patent
and discloses his invention to the public-why should he get his patent invalidat.
ed? Any number of cases come to mind.

"'In the Westward Chemical case the court stated, "Previous knowledge is
available as prior art."it should be enforceable against everybody else except the
prior trade secret user, yet the prior trade secret user should have the in personam
right to continue his invention unmolested by the patentee. This is fair to both
parties."

Chairman DeGrandi called the motion to recommit, and it was defeated.
Mr. Newman then rose to oppose the Resolution. "My problem is keeping

something a trade secret when an application has been applied for. I don't think
we should countenance that by this type of resolution where that whole issue isn't
even discussed in the Gray Book. It is trying to sneak in something that was not
contemplated. For that reason I oppose it."

Mr. Ferrill then moved to table; this motion was defeated. The resolution was
called for a vote and was adopted by the Sect* n.

Chairman DeGrandi then stated: "1 want ank Jerry McAuliffe and all the
chairmen of the 200 Series committees for the ard work they have put into their
committees this year. You have seen the re Its in the Gray Book and in the
reports given here today.

"Now we will turn to the Copyright Divi on. The chairman is Bill Borchbrd.
We will take up Committee 303-1. Council has placed this in Class I for fil
debate. I stand corrected. It is joint reso tion. 301 and 303. Mr. Newbury will
speak first."



Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Smith, do you think that there are
enough safeguards in the prior use right bill to strike a good bal-
anee between the right of the prior user and the patent holder?

Mr. SMITH. Yes, Senator, I do. I think that this bill was very fair-
ly crafted so that it does not unduly diminish the patent owner's
rights. I can speak for intellectual property owners who are major
holders of patents in the system. We are not just manufacturers;
we are patentees as well, and we have the interest of both the pat-
ent holder and the manufacturer in mind.

Senator DECONCINI. Indeed you do.
Mr. Smith, some have argued that the patent holder ought to be

compensated by the prior user; in this case, Mr. Budinger should
pay something, with a license or something. What's your opinion on
the payment of a reasonable royalty by the prior user to the patent
holder? And it might have to be a mandatory payment.

Mr. SMITH. As you know, the Advisory Commission, under the
last Administration, did recommend that there be the possibility
that a court could grant such a royalty. Our view, however, is that
in the interest of certainty and to avoid unnecessary litigation and
unnecessary concern, a royalty free right--limited as it is in the
bill to just the activity and reasonable variations of it that are in
existence or planned in the way that the bill provides for, prior to
the filing-is reasonable, and that it is not necessary to establish
a royalty.

Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Griswold, I would like to ask you the
same question.

Mr. GRISWOLD. OK; on that point, what had happened, if you had
compensation-I am very much against compensation because it
would force disclosure of the trade secret, because businessmen
must know their cost of doing business, so they would be forced to
disclose their trade secret to the patent owner and get that liq-
uidated. It would be very egregious for a small business because
small businesses frequently are sold to other companies, and that
would have to be liquidated. No other company is going to buy a
company with this hanging over it, with an unliquidated amount,
so it would force a disclosure of the trade secret. So that's why an
absolute defense is the best result, and that's what happens in
other countries.

Senator DECONcINi. Mr. Banner, what do you think-not the Bar
Association--on that question of royalty?

Mr. BANNER. I think it would be fair. I think that the right to
obtain a royalty under the circumstances would diminish the oppo-
sition which one has in this area. Mr. Griswold just mentioned the
fact that-one of the problems might be that the prior user would
have to disclose his trade secret; of course, that is one of the prob-
lems with this, as I indicated. If Igo to General Electric or any
other company with my patent, and they say, "We have a prior
user," how am I going to find out if they have a prior user right
or not? I might have to hire a lawyer and sue. That doesn't seem
to me to be quite the result that you want nor that anybody else
wants. I think that if there were some kina of a fixed payment or
something like that it would ameliorate that problem and he
wouldn't have to disclose it.

Senator DECONCINI. A compulsory license of some kind?
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Mr. BANNER. Yes; yes.
Senator DECONCINI. Mr. Budinger, what do you think? What's

your reaction, if you were guaranteed that you could get a license
for a reasonable fee? They have to give you a license. I know you
wouldn't want to do that, but would that give you some relief for
your heartburn?
Mr, BUDINGER. It would concern us considerably in this case, for

example, the one that I talked about, having practiced a process for
20 years, and then have somebody come in and say, "Now you can
start paying us a royalty because we were clever enough to figure
out how to get a patent on it."

There are a number of potential inequities here. One of the
things that could occur in the absence of prior user rights and in
the presence of the fact that patents are now much more enforce-
able than they were, is that it could encourage an awful lot of win-
dow-looking were people, frankly, -are just coming by, looking in
windows, and going home and writing patents on what they see.

I think most of this is an issue amongst manufacturers, and it's
mostly about processes. The upshot of it is that we really need to
be able to develop our processes and use them and not have to
worry about them. If somebody can come in and start to ask us for
royal ties-maybe they've reverse- engineered how we did some-
thing-and in the case of a company that has been around for a
little while, like ours has, we are precluded by the statutory bar
from patenting all this stuff we've been doing. So we're stuck now
and if something were to come in that says people are now entitled
to get royalties on it if they go patent it, that gives them an advan-
tage that would seem very unfair.

Senator DECONCINI. Thank you.
Thank you, gentlemen. I want to just insert in the record also,

Mr. Banner and others-I understand that in 1992 a proposed Res-
olution No. 102-7 was passed that favored the prior use right in
a first to file system. I will insert that in the record and give you
a copy of it, Mr. Banner.

[The copy of Resolution No. 102-7 follows:]
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PROPOSED SUPPLEMENTAL RESOLUTION 102-7
(PRIOR USER RIGHTS)

I RESOLVED, that the Section of Patent, Trade-

2 mark and Copyright Law favors In principle that

3 where a first-to-file system Is adopted as part or a

4 patent law harmonization package, the enacting

5 legislation adopt a system of personal prior user

6 rights, that is non-assignable and non-transferable

7 except as part of a sale of a business %here a

8 person shall not be liable as an infringer of subject

9 matter In a patent granted to another when that

10 person has, acting in good faith, commercially

II used or sold in the United States, or has made

12 effective and serious preparation therefor of such

13 patented subject matter Including an actual re-

14 duction to practice in the United States, before

IS the filing or priority date or the application for

16 patent.

Past Action, Rested as committee repot at the 1991
Annual Meeting RESOLUTION 102-3 where the Sec-
tion opposed in principle, in any patent harmonization
treaty involving the Unite4 States, any requirement
for a change in United States patent law that would
provide for prior user rights.

There was furlhcr passed in 1989 0I 121%R-102-23
where the Section opposed in principle in any treaty

iclallng to pailentl iarimmirlmsaon anyl) proviqion pimit

mlg If' prior scr ri Jll%.

l)i.,cussi,,n. A piior ucL rgit a% contcmplacd by this
resolution is in the nature of an iquitable right ac-
corded to pcrsuns who have met certain threshokls
regarding the comnicrcialization of the invention, but
have lost the race to the Patent Office. The prior user
right is one way that the harshness of the first-tofile
rule can be mitigated A provision f(w a prior user
right, should help alleviate the fears of those small
inventors, who feel that the) lack sufficient resources
to win the race to the Patent Office against large
corporations.

One of the counterarguments states that prior user
rights violates a precept in present 1102(g) that those
who suppress or conceal their inventions should not
prevail when they failed In file for a patent, but it
should also be kept in mind. that I 102(g) is a patent
destroying provision, whereas prior user rights is
merely a defense to a charge for infringement. Also the
suppression and concealment concept is largely over-
ridden by the difference of philosophy behind a first-
to-file, rather than a first-to-invent system.

The real question is the scope of the prior user right.
The present resolution limits the scope of the rdor
user right in two important respect. First. the resolu-
tion provides that the right is nonassignable and non-
transferable, except as part of a sale of a business.
This strengthens the concept that the prior user right is
personal to the holder and cannot normally be traded
or sold. To permit such unrestricted sales would
weaken the strength of an issued patent.

The second manner in which the proposed resolu-
tion limits the scope of the prior user right is by
requiring that the person asserting the right has. acting
in good faith, commercially used or sold the invention
in the United States or has at least made effective and
serious preparation therefor, including ar. actual re-
duction to practice in the United Stales. Thus, the
resolution recognizes that a prior user right should not
lightly be given to those who are merely in preliminary
stages of development of the invention. This restric-
tion will lead to fewer disputes and prevent the over-
dilution of the patent grant.

SUBCOMMITTEE B d1ZINA It.mruss.
Subcommittee Chair 1

Subject 2. EUROPEAN NI) COMMUNITY
PATENT CONVENTIO

NO PROPOSED RESOLI 11lON

Past Action. None.

Discussion. Effective Aug
lowed Monaco and Portue
Patent Convention (EPC)
European countries. the n

EP applications to be
designate Ireland (as of A
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"-olIdn't try to debate as a committee of the

I@hoie In the Section. We ought to have a
specific resolution coming out of the com-
mittee that tells us exactly who has prior user
rights as between a deliver and other actual
original Inventors.

William S. Thompson, Peoria, IL:
(opposing motion to recommit) This Is ex-
actly one of those subjects that we should
debate on the merits. There are Issues
which, If debated, would give some Instruc-
tions and some directions to our negotiators.
In our law when we have t02(g)-where you
have this prior reduction of practice before
the Invention of another-you destroy that
Patent, and as a result you have the right
to continue to use that patent. That's con-
sidered a very harsh version of a prior user
right. This Is a little kinder because it allows
that prior developerluser to continue but
doesn't destroy the patent against all others.

-.. acOa NMcLo1o practlcein the'Unted.'

,jI duetlbo ,sol 4 rctic.:S-one ot he"

•.'.onsldr Is. tr y6i-u want'-a higher"
4threshold. Thew ay this delete Is going there
are no Instmutions on this substantive ques-
tlion and the treaty will be written without any
Idea of the sense of the Intellectual property
co6mmunity.

Jamse• A. Baker!CIvelar4 OH:
opposingng motion-to recommit) Clearly the
.country Is gotg In a direction toward first-
.'to-file--whethere llke:t or don't like I. A
-:first-to-file system without a prior user right

.Is something that will be found unacceptable
In this country. A first-to-file system must
Include a prior user right. It's a very Impor-
tant Issue that should be debated.

Rene Tegtmeyer, McLean, VA:
(opposing motion to recommit) I merely add
that whatever committee to which this reso-
lution might ultimately be committed after a
debate and a finding that the resolution has
defects and warrants recommittal would
greatly benefit by first having the benefit of
the debate and the views of the Section In
reformulating any future resolution.

Donald W. Banner, Washington, DC:
(supporting motion to recommit) At the out-
set I would like to say that our negotiators
are very Inlelligent and very skilled and don't
require a great deal of "direction." I have
heard very little discussion about the lan-
guage "acting in good faith." I have heard
one delegation specifically speak to this
point and said "if you are operating In the
grace period of time and I see what It Is
you're doing, I can start preparing and I have
prior user rights." There's no question about
what at least that delegation Is thinking.
Also, "effective and serious preparation."
What does that mean? "Including an actual
reduction of practlce"-that's a substantive
difference. Some have said that we need to
discuss this Issue. We have discussed prior
user rights meeting after meeting.

George R. Clark, Downers Grove, IL:
(supporting motion to recommit) Several al-
ready have called Into question some of the
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language of this resolution. The answer to
the question about "good faith" seems to
indicate that the doctrine of Mason v. Hep-.
burn no longer applies. I do not recall that
being overruled by the Federal Clrcuit.n
addition the resolution makes reference, tot
"shall not be liable atan Infringer of sut."e, Y
matter In a patent" and In anothiiplace talk-s..
bout not being an Infringer of',such pat-"

eiitd subject mattor?, There Is i'blg differ"
ence between subJ matter in'the PATent
arid patented subject matter. "" .'

a4l'ordon from Hodilon, Texas then mq ied
to l cl the question.aitd close deboite on-fth
motliI to recommit. -The motion w*as pas" .-
Stibiquenty, the mouin to recomrnit Res"lu
tl*on 02-7 was defeated by a vote 6138 to 8.

Jak."Goldstei, Hoiuston, 7X: . -

(p.6'oslng In amen fment) In if4e 10, &fter
th e=.word personn "..sert the wOrSs "is ,I_.
i." inventor of thesubject Matternnd.'
p'"ioa - of cours0ls to njakei ure taT

-defter canniA havre, prlor3~se'iht ai~7
'fit6 eliminati the mmblgult'y or uide
of 'acting in g&6d. lth." A' - will

6'be' an original inventor whJsactr i
faith.. '

Edi.rd 0. Florfo Da.las, .
(opposing thei amendment)oThe'amendrnent"
would mak.he pror userright; muchlto
narrow. ln'i oi.4o ave ah effective pkipuser right aiki');.prItect peXpletwho It

Intend to ile Ilje'i;4 mak.b them pro "t -"
that they were'ah hnentor. Isr]ght sld
be broad enoUgh.t8'rotect'hei Iustr i -
chooses to useasomething t:b"keepthat P V"secret, to keep It notas a trade sq. ret io
keep It for themselves or foo.the' pUblic t6"'
but not to haveto6'prove ulfthat:they aiel"a'n
litventor. ThIs'would be much too narroc
be a'permlsslble prior userdght'In the"n'!
text of flrst-to-filelIf we are go4(g to.IU"Ve
first-to-file, we'nee d to have a brod enco
prior user right. to keep our lnduitry goig

Gary Grlswold,'SL Paul, MN:. "
(opposing the amendment) The aurposrie"ar
be accomplished-if that's,the concern: -by'..
adding the words "but not derived frm Z,:.
somewhere in this resoluUon. l;.'belleve ij'.
Advisory Commisslor did that. Using a'o _
cept .of Invertor brings In'8 w6e dlffe "
set of Issues. . ... , ' ,

Jack C. Goldstein, Houston, ..TX:..
(closing debate oithe' amerdmt) Mr. F16j"
Ito suggesting If someone wants to prot t-
something'asae trade'secret" tha.,he sla
have's prio user rlght and iria not dlsa .
Ing with that. But If he hai derived subject.;
matter from-the Inventor, that 'would. lit',

quality him as a prior user. This would not
preclude someone from acquiring, by trans-
fer with the entire essence of business, a
prior. user right from someone before who
was also an inventor. It seems to me that It Is
fundamentally unsound I grant.prior user
rights..The basic reason that I have heard for.
gIvin*prior. user rights is,for the-poojdrst -
Inventor who Is second to file. Widon't Win -
toshyt hlmout and that Is the rhin impetus
behind pr kiser rights. Nov ale6f i sudden
we'reputot g' language In'that goes far be-
yond.the first Inventor.

SGaij .LGrl.ioi, Si Paul, AN:.'1.
(oppoir.the ,endmen) Weh ave debated.
thls isui 'before-the conceptjbt Inventor
versus th concept "not derivedfiom. They
are 'disinctlty different concepts.it is very
important In my opinlin to* use,"not derived,
froim., lf you want to: get -way. from this-,
probbtr but not get Into the concept o who-.

A " an nventor. '-,

wiI laS. ThcOMpSon, PCOd4 ,:.
- " ~op~sn :eaMIrnmert), fsIcaly one,

I _ol, be obtainng an idea from two veryC
Sditnt voices. One iour;4"0 1ng the in,."
vent4r who published uner a 'grace period.--.
and subsequently filed a p tent application..
Another source might be fror some other
direction; from somebody who has pub-,
lished the same Idea, has no Intention or has
not filledd a.patent applicaUon on it, and has , Zi
beedfre.in the domain. The:amendment&.

. says'that you cannot use what Is free In the,'
.'dom n, not subject to anybody's Intentions zi:

t ( rile patents on It. So It goes too far. While
thik that:the.isense 'of the amendment-:-

'tlf. ood faith could be~irkIted to people
wh,don't derive It from the Inventor-of the-'
' Pateit In questlon-would~be a reasonable,-!
a. epoment, the one that's on the floor Is too'.

*sweeping.
Robe'f S&aage M6~ Alto, CC'

(supportng .the amendment) The amend-:;
met. crystallizes the debate and gives us':"
another position, another reference frame, to..
obtaIn some sort of advancement of prior
,user rights:which Isn't as sweeping as some:'
o.i.epro.sals.

Ho d MacCord, Greensboro, NC: -
: .poring~.ihe. amendment). .,; oppose the.,
.!resiltioni'sa whole, but.I feel that the,

a a wdment brings It somwhat more in line.:,
A'Qid "the" ,marks regarding' a' Iperson'. who.

.de"ms from public domain a little curious: If..
'"tlAubll cdomaln. rence's thi.-Invintlon'
j!bob5s, thin the patent Is no good anyway.:

.Ir.Q't sethat derlvatiori.from.the public
. domain Is necessarily a specific'source for a.

prior user right. it seems to me that It there is*
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ubetniiper of tM patent from the patin-
V~ee addi" -Then, akt theaend of the resolution,
"add 'h on"eS&e hereby rescinds any

r.,past resolutions to the ohtrary." The first
,;.arendn,en. concens w..question of
whetherr or not the pior user can derive the
V -subectmatter from th."perion that gets the.0?patent aid specifically says t cannot and
1.s consistent with the propoied legislation.

.X~he sc6Ad amendment Is Just to clear up
, the record to make certain that if there Is past
4,actlon that Is Inconslstert w6th that principle,
;. -,we are rescinding IL " : "
The amendments were accepted by the Com-

Yillttee Chair, Mr. Meller.
.,Rober L Rohrback, "Mt. Prospect, IL:
• proposinglng an amendment) Following the
!:;.first amendment just accepted, delete the
" word "and" and add "or a person who Is
:.either the first Inventor as presently defined

v. In 35 U.S.C. 102(g) or one who." The purpose
,.Iof the amendment Is to ensure that the first.", Inventor of the subject matter Is able to use
4his own Invention and Is not completely shut
-'out by a subsequent inventor merely be-
:.cause that first person was unable to win the

.,.race to tJhe Patent Offic, for such things as
lack of funds or; for ary other legitimate-
purpose. That Is a matter of equity which this
Section should stand for.

William S. Thompson, Peoria, IL:
(opposing the amendment) The amendment
Is convoluted and appears to be redundant.
There Is a requirement that the Invention be
made prior to the filing which Is part of the
102(g) requirement and If anyone complies

-with the broader definition that Is In the
resolution, they also comply under 102(g). It
seems unnecessary.

Karl "Jorda, Concord, NH:
(opposing the amendment) I, think a prior
user right essentially Is for the benefit of a
trade secret owner and this would preclude a
trade secret owner from benefitting from a
prior user right.

Tomas E. Fisher, Cleveland. OH:
supportinglng. the amendment) The amend-
A'rment Is adding an alternative. It Is adding an

-.Ndditlonal basis frjlior user right and will
: ot~afef,'jq"nyhlng hai~ws already In* the

resolution .Asar a. thtr comments'made,
ne mcan 6ie.first ifeit e Inventor and notn , J ndjerlous preparation

theefo'* :Vtltt" language too Is an" lterna-

. opposing teameidmint) It unduly compil-
•* cates Uhedt~rmnlr lon'of prior user rights.
-i ,t retainSin" iiea of Isw'which we would not
'.have except for the'particular provision-the

102(g) concept. I know of no parallel In any
Countryr,
Wlilam J. Brunet, Now York, MY.

"'(supporting the amendment) This Is the only
way that we can protect a company or anindividual who Is continuously working on

,-developngthe.Invention. Because the lw-
yer for. another pe!ron on a parallel track"happens to decle.gadler In the development

that he wants to run to the Patent Office, the
other orginl Inventor should not be pre-
cluded from continuing with his experien.
tatlon and perfecting his Invention and its
Improvements. I'm a little concerned with the
dilution of the Inventor's rights and, frankly,
think the second amendment Is better than
the first part of the resolution.

Gary Griswold, St. Paul, MN:
(opposing the amendment) I oppose the
amendment for the reasons given by Mr.
Fryer.

Thomas E Smith, Chicago, IL:
(supporting the amendment) There are a lot
of people that don't believe in the patent
system. As much as we may not like it, I think
we have to accommodate them. If they are
going to make the Invention and proceed,
albeit slowly, they should be protected. A
person that has Invented it first should be
protected and should be able to use that
invention.

George R. Clark, Downers Grove, IL:
(supporting the amendment) We are talking
about patent laws. The resolution una-
mended would be protecting trade secrets
and abandoning the patent system. I think
the amendment is very much in order and
should be supported by anyone In favor of
the patent system.

The proposed amendment was then voted
upon and passed by a show ol haids.
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Rober L. Rohrback, Mount Prospect, IL: Mark T. Banner, Chicago IL:
(proposing an amendment) In line 7, after the (supporting motion to recommit) The amend.
word "business" Insert "or In Instances menc. made are substantial Issues that

'-where such rights have been acquired by s should- be brought to.the membershp1tin. -
nonbuslness entity." The purpose of this- forms othe.than.byai p.d m.nts. Th W' -
amndment Is to make the right to transfer'c-u' e !sidng'ce,air.unspeclfled Pa.st
applicable to Indivtdual Inventors who may V' .. t i khln S good soid committee st _ / , .
hae performed precisely the smeactsss'. Is in .order and 'the .reuton shouid t be .,
.builhes Inventor who Is wealthy enough t. . c itted., , ; " .

' ownbusli frtal i inol n-'. ;-

0intrest of equl~ty tor Oean Rndivi.. 'ntret.• f qutyto Ior'lose an Individ- ... . . ...(suppl.ngn ... ii~oo to mn) AnothW. Is---.' . "

..ual inventor, who has no business, from the' Su. utt .id be6 6idat It Incollsu "
dgh('to transfer a pior user right which may- afngia In lines $'and. -hee refereoc Is,,
:have 6 crued to lhin through his activities,- made to an.lnfrtnp bi0 Xubject mater i '.

Tho-, -ment .wAhen. upon --. , patentjand.llnesj12n.3 where Iosuchaappiem.by vo~ce . ved blest matter",appars There is a-= yvievt. . . .. great dfferene between the two. ":

-Robert L. Rohr. f cA unt P-pec. If.: T om Af.O .K Hm.i.-, .i.5 • ..
(ppong an amnIenv l line -10, after; .(supipoitlng ni~ton to ~~mt nadto

ab:u' q=d, iupji , concealed such that. we . ,,otIidf exactywhatn. .s$ifttrv.Th .Purp .ose the ,,f1- .hspw aeon system We
-mntdefned o .userrlght to s'ewsn Lve'been .. rgang overw h to nav k

. ", us weat doe. .
2" ; ,. be-ralet ,,y . H.. wa~ol f (~, d for ast morabandonedtesub c,-t "matt, For w be to give some ton o the irst

-sbefore our patented has fied his patent ivor, W t eAq oi fi r,,st ; tom.h aec n'

amount to effective and serious preparaion say the ignora p ivw ,h is -.s a.v-feor Or one who has not derived. We have a,
fori €o "ecsiipton. Ten ".e seoe t would e s10 ON* ssir to wh the fimr-,t'

the petentee has made something quite suc- ie reat uti., ersto he up.ithe coW.nd-
cess:nd quite' commrcally attrctve,re e o t e
now claim por user rights. That does n Gore ,. Cok case; how we should deal -
sm'swith that. Ait.hose reasons sound good--
sfo~r , c m lAdliztion.y Then nt seeing hat ver proeal t ig hfri asvtor whe~the.-

perso'who has distained use of the patent protecting "-:first nventor, protecting the.
system In order to maintain a trade secret for person wolsthals an Inventor although noto -.

the. purpose of, extending his monopoly or. maki'the ritnvt to Invent? Tete toi-l
his tr de secret rights. should.now come In system hai'aiays"been based on excluslv-,,
and ask the patent system" to protect him It. " ' .... ;
from . the adverse- consequences flowing " " - ."."'. .
from a legitimate business decision. I believe Daniel D.Felterley, Milwaukee WI .
he should suffer the consequences of a poor opposing g motiont recommit) I think the
decision, If that happens to i the case, lust problem m heroes tht e'sre taking the wrong
as he .would Under the present patent law if approach. We.are submersing ourselves In's :.
he disdains use of the patent system. myriad of details that many of us have not

thought through, do not fully undestandA."
William S. Thompson, Peoria, IL: .-What I would propose Is to retain the ques-,

(moving to reconsider motion to recommit) I tion on the' floor, defeat the motion that Is.
think we have a substantially different reso-. presently, before us, and adopt a very
lut with many new thoughts that need to'- straightforward amendment dealing wtth>
;' be reflected upon and debated. . - prior user rights.

Wii , amcT " . . " Mr. Fettrley's comments were ruled out of'"'
Wfll , .Fryer, fit, 8ethesda, MD: order. Discussion return4d, to the motion tou

(supportng motionjo recommit) I think we..
.eed to think- more. sbout, the concept of " . .' ".'- .-. ''I"..
secret commercial use and what Impact that- Donald W. B saner, Washingfon, DC:
has and we need to develop that point fur-.' (supporting motion' to recommit) There are
ter. What we hove done here today is usetu'-" many thngswe haven't .thought about.' For'.
We have given people'some very good, con-; Instance "commerciallysold In the United
structive comments. States." Certainly that doesn't mean bought
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quple of diys bfoe0 Ahem'6ting. The res-7-,'-
g+'olutlon -s hold "be , fned -to a lter-"W"

frmeung hen iI~f. te~emersof the.,
"n know wiatl't is thit'we are going to

Oouisfs W.**yaft4.NW.Yod fiY:*:
Ik(supportlng motion .t or.eominlt) To me the

:bslc reason Is that we.don't have anything
"but•superflclal'rep .nht'prior user

iiHght Is. One thing thit should be explored In*.*.'
,any commlttee:re''o-Ia study of those

,untrles that have'first.to:file without prior.;
Aer rights. Canada adopted a first-to-file'

.., system and In their-wlsom -decided that -
. they would not have 'prior user rights. I have

, "sen no discussion. of -their. experience..
1. There are other counties- the Dutch have "

-flrst-to-file without prior user rights. A num-
.ber of people have sald that we cannot have

10Arst-to-file without prior user rights. There
;?. ire, in fact, countries that do. in Italy the prior
.. user right Is limited to the amount of produc-

tion you have on the day the patent Issues. I
fi3'see nothing but a, superficial study and I
,,,'suggest further study be done.
,:" lem E Schuyi;r, Jr., Washington, DC:
*'-'(pposing motion to, recommit) I certainly

.don't want to oppose the motion to recommit
on something as complicated as this, but I
believe the Section Is: presently In the pos-
ture of favoring a first-to-file system and
opposing prior user rights as set forth In the
past action. It that's the position the Section
Is going to be In, I think It may be disastrous.

The motion to recommit Resolution 102-7 was
then voted upon and passed by a voice vote.

Resolution 102-8 was subm$[ed to the Resolu-
tions Committee by Sectiot members Donald
R. Dunner, Ronald E. My ck and William S.-
Thompson. it was assign the number 102-8
by the Resolutions Com Ittee to be consid-
ered with, but prior to, th/ resolutions submit-
ted by Committee 102.

lonald E. Myrlck, Maynard, MA:
(Irlesenting Resolution 102-8) In essence,-.

:102-8 Is a housekeeping matter. 1991 Reso:--
fJt~ion.-102.1 was'2 debated extensively and J,;

passedy s vot! 86 to.19. Later, we foun. -
tha back In I ,W"1resolution adopted by the.-.
'Ab'A was in* -aprent-onflict wil 1991

~0~i-Th re4~uionnowbefore us Is for the
:ierlos'of •ligolib.the* ABA's position Nith*'.
ta-Section s*drrent view-certainly a much ,.,
A)Pre current41vlLjthbn'1967. In the debate',
lost year. there we.r proponents who cer-:
-tally held perohs-a, different view from
Wt 102-1 ultii, tely espoused. There were- .

doponents who'desired to go no further than'
the previous Sction resolution of 1987. But
102.1 did p.ss; ad It Is time to ensure that
we have a clear message from the ABA
consistent wtth.:the Section's view for the
future. The 1967 resolution was discovered
while 102-1 was.wolddng Its way through the
ABA procedures for blanket authority. 102-1
was eventually ruled upon by Bob Evans of
the ABA Governmental Affairs Office as be-
ing Inconsistentwiidth the 1967 position. Al-
though the 1967 "reolution Is historically and
contextually Important, It Is something that
was passed quite a long time ago, and we
now have the benefit at this time of what the
Section did just a year ago.

ichael N. Melter, New York, NY:
(speaking in support) The resolution Is in a
sense a housekeeping resolution to put us
back where we were a year ago, Indeed five
years ago. What It does Is to tell the U.S.
Government that we are willing to offer ou
first-to-InVent system If we get beneficial
results back from the rest of the world. If we
do not pass this resolution, we have nothing
to say to the rest of the world. We might as
well save our money and not negotiate any
further. A large majority of this Association
has repeatedly agreed with this resolution
-in 1987 and In 1991. Here we are arguing It
again. An old resolution was found, which by
everything right and just should have been
under a sunset provision and not brought up
before this new generation of American law-
yers who want to adjust their system to make
it compatible with that of the rest of the
world. We have to deal with the rest of the
world. We have to be a trading nation. We
have only one thing to offer, and that is our
first-to-Invent system, provided we get ben-
eficial results. I am not in favor of first-to-file
without anything. There are some who are.
But without first-to-file we have nothing to
offer. Let's adopt this resolution and make it
an ABA position.
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Senator DECONCINI. I suppose you are aware of that, Mr.
Griswold?

Mr. GRISWOLD. Yes, I am.
Senator DECONCINI. If you are aware of any other such resolu-

tions, we would sure like to file them in the record.
Mr. BUDINGER. As I said, Senator, the section has considered the

prior user right in connection with a first to file system, because
in a first to file system-which is what we have in these other
countries which have this, by the way--it is almost necessary to
have a prior user right. Canada has first to file but does not have
a prior user right, for example. But it is necessary because in the
first to file system, the paper shuffler goes first and gets the pat-
ent, and he has the right to enforce it against somebody, even
though that somebody might be using it.

Senator DECoNcINI. I'm glad to have that clarification. However,
the resolution in 1982 is not specific as to first to file. So the Bar
Association--certainly, the section-has certainly changed its posi-
tion from 1968 in its 1982 resolution, and then again supported it
as part of first to file, and now the council has reversed that by
coming out in opposition.

Thank you very much for your testimony.
[Whereupon, at 11:38 a.m., the subcommittee adjourned, to re-

convene at the call of the chair.]
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APPENDIX

PROPOSED LEGISLATION

103D CONGRESS
2D SIssioN S.2272

To amend chapter 28 of title 35, United States Code, to provide a defense
to patent infringement based on prior use by certain person, and for
other purposes.

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES

JULY 1 (legislative day, JuS-E 7), 1994

Mr. DECOxCINi (for himself and Mr. BIDEN) introduced the follouing bill;
which was read twice and referred to the Committee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To amend chapter 28 of title 35, United States Code, to

provide a defense to patent infringement based on prior

use by certain per.tsons, and for other purposes.

1 Be it enacted by the Senate and Ilousc of Rcpn'scta.

2 tires of the United States ofAinerica in Congirss assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 This Act. may be cited as the "Patent Prior User

5 Rights Act of 1994".

(69)



I SEC. 2. DEFENSE 11) PATENT INFRIING;EMENT BASED) ON

2 PRIOR1 USE.

3 (410 IN (G;NERArL.-Chaipter 28 or title :15, 11itied

4 Stfltt'S (.'(X 1C, iS aiinieiided b%. iddiiig at tile ('1141 the(reof)I tilt

5 following 11Cew sect i)l:

6 "§ 273. Rights based on prior use; defense to infringe-

7 mnent

8 "d(a) I)EiINITIOS.-For ptirposes of this sectioii, the

9 teill ,-

10 "(M 'coinnercially used' nieats the use iii

I1I interstate or itrastate coitmierce, ineltidinig thle tise

12 of )rocesses, eqiiiuiment, toolig, anid iteriiedhilte

13 mlaterials1 ill thle design, testing or pr0(Iitioli of

14 e.0l1ii1lcrei~ll jrIwdi(cts W~hetthier Or [lot skich j)rotesses,

15 eqiiimiWnt tooling, id( iierinedliate iiiterillls art.

16 normally accessible, available, or otherwise 41nowil to

17 thle public;

1 8 ''(2) 'viTective aiid xi'riinms 1l)'at innt' meiians

19 that a persoll, i the 11liteI States, fias-

20 "'(A) redted to j~Iwt ice then si~l.t'ect uuiat ter

2 1 11or wIiii rights' lase(oil onpior, 11se are elailied;

22 all(

23 "'(B) immad(e serious 1)lans, aumu at slbstamit jut

24 inlvestiwent or immu110i Of tile nmivstmlelit uiecessarv

25 tor the sd jet at ur to 1be emmuerilltsed..

26 aid

.14 2272 19
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1 "(3) criticall date' means the filing date or the

2 priority date, whichever occurs first, of the applica-

3 tion for pclmnt.

4 "(b) IN GFNEntA,.-A person shall not be liable as

5 an infringer under a patent granted to another with re-

6 spect to any subject matter claimed in the patent that

7 such person had, acting in good faith, commercially used

8 in the United States or made effective and serious prepa-

9 ration therefor in the United States, before the critical

10 date.

Il "(c) LIMITATION Op DEFENSE.-Subject to sub-

12 section (d), rights based on prior use under this .section

13 extend only to the claimed invention that the person laim-

14 ing rights Iased on prior use was in possession of prior

15 to the critical date.

16 "(d) CERTAIN VAlIATIONS AND IMPIOVEMENT.S NOT

17 AN INFINGIMENT.-The rights based oii prior use mndler

18 this action shall include the right to make mid use vari-

19 atiolls O inprovellwi'lts., iiwliiding variations ill the (lIlaii

20 tit" or volume of swh tise. Such variations or imnpro'e-

21 mnts may not intfrii;ge a(lditional claims of the patint.,

22 "(c) QI:AII'ATIO.S.-(1) The rights based on

23 prior usi, uitci' I his section are iwrsonal and shall not be

24 liceiised or ;tssigill l'Ir(i'ee to aillotler I'xccll in

*8 1272 18
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4

I eoniection with the assigniment or transfer of the entire

2 business or enterprise to which ite rights relate.

3 "(2) A person may not claim rights based on prior

4 use under this section if the activity under which such per-

5 son claims the rights was-

6 "(A) based on information obtained or derived

7 from the patentee or those in privity with the pat-

8 entee; or

9 "(B) abandoned on or after the critical date,

10 except that for abandonment which occurs after the

11 critical date, rights based on prior use may be used

12 as a defense to infringement for that period of aetiv-

13 ity which occurred prior to abandonment if such ac-

14 tivity would otherwise, in the abseiie of abandon-

15 inedt, have been allowed under this section.

16 "(3) The rights based on prior use under this section

17 a not a general license under all claims of the patent,

18 but are ,strieted in sCo)e to cover only that subjt. Imat-

19 Iter claimed in the ilttct that has le en commercially usel,

20 or for which there has been effective and serious prepara-

21 tion, in tie United States, before the ertileal date.

22 If) IB'I)N OF 1PlOOK.-ht any action in which a

23 iprson claims a defense to infringement under this setion

24 the burden of roof for establishing the delenw shall lbe

25 on tfhe II,0son chimitg rights IasMd oi lw~r use." .

*8 2278 18
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I (b) T.('IINI'AI, ANI) ( OI.'oMIIN( AM.NI)INT.-

2 The (alle of %ections for chapter 28 of title 35, United

3 Mites x ce, is amended iky adding at the end thereor the

4 following:

"273. Rights based on prior use; me, t to infrii mnent.".

5 SEC. 3. EFFECTIVE DATE.

6 The provisions of this Act and the amendments made

7 by this Act. shall take effect on the date of the enactment

8 of this Act.

0
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1031) CONGRESS
21 SpSSION S. 2341

To amend chapter 30 of title 35, United States Code, to afford third parties
an opportunity for greater participation in reexamination proceedings
before the United States Patent and Trademark -Office, and for other
purposes.

IN THE SENATE OF TIE UNITED STATES

JuiY 29 (legislative day, JUix 20), 1994
Mr. DFCO)NCIN! introduced the following bill; which wa. read lice and

referred to the (Committee on the Judiciary

A BILL
To amend chapter 30 of title 35, United States Code, to

afford third parties an Ol)lortunity for greater puarticip'a-

tion in reexamination proceedings before tie United

States Patent ( and Trademark Office, adl W otler
purposes.

I Be it enacted by the Senate and House of lcjprtscnta-

2 tires of the United Stales ofAmerica in Congress assembled,

3 SECTION 1. SHORT TITLE.

4 rjis Act ify he tbitell as t(l " Pattnt Rexamination

5 Recforiii Aet (t' 1994".



I SEC 2. DEFINITIONS.

2 ,S"ection 100 of tille 35, United States Cod1e, is

3. amended by adding at the end thereof the following new

4 subsection:

5 "(c) The term 'third-party requester' means a person

6- requesting reexamination under section 302 of this title

7 who is not the patent owner.".

8 SEC. 3. REEXAMINATION PROCEDURES.

9 (a) REQUEST FOR REEXAMINATION.-Section 302 of

10 title 35, United States Code, is amended to read as fol-

I I lows:

12 "§ 302. Request for reexamination

13 "Any )eni'.o at any time may file a re(luest for rhex-

14 aminalion by tilt (O)flie of' a pat ent o , tle basis of' ally

15 prior art cited tinder flit, provisions of se(tiol 301 of t his

16 title or on the basis of' the re(Iiiirements (t'I section 11 2

17 of this title except for the lest in(1e re(luiinewnl. Tllv

18 request imist Ie iii witing and iiiust he aecotmtiaiiel by

19 lYmnient of a reexmliii htiv~a fee established by tflie ('om-

20 nuissioier of Paltents and Trademarks lmi'sltanlt to the pro-

21 visions r s e lion 41 (it' llins ille. 'l reillest muil.st" set

22 l'th'll lhe l)ertizncy a iii i amr I *l lplyizig cild lprior•

23 arl to every cliii ltui which rvexaiiiimiiatioi is 1rc('Iu,.ste-ed

24 or lie tne tiiter in wliclh tli lalcit t sl'ifialio r( i' claims

25 fail to voiilv witI flit- ris' m iewuis If setlio 112 of* this

26 1 it Iv. I Iiiihss I hiv re'li st'st 1,r l,)lisu i is li' 1iI' I" Idu ' I lie -

9 14 1,141 IN
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3

I ent, the Commissioner promptly will send a copy of the

2 request to the owner of record of the patent.".

3 (b) DETERMINATION OF ISSUE BY COMMI.S.SIONI.R.-

4 Section 303 of title 35, United States Code, is amended

5 to read as follows:

6 "1303. Determination of issue by Commissioner

7 "(a) Within three months following the filing of a re-

8 quest for reexamination under the provisions of section

9 302 of this title, the Commissioner will determine whether

10 a substantial new question of patentability affecting any

I1 claim of the patent. concerned is raised by the reqpuest,

12 with or without consideration of other patents or printed

13 publications. On his own initiative, and at any time, tihe

14 Commissioner may determine whether a suhtntial- n new

15 question of patentability is raised by patents and pubiea-

16 tions discovered by him or cited under the provisions of

17 section 301 of this title (i' hy the failure of tle patent

18 specification or claims to comply with the requirements of

19 section 112 of this title except, for the best mode require-

20 ment..

21 "(1) A rt'('id of tlit' ('oin)i.kisioner's deternfination

22 under subsection (a) of this section will he played in tihe

23 official file of the patent, and a copy promptly will he-gven

24 or mailed to the owner of record of the patent and to the

25 third-party requester, if any.

as S41 Is
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4

I "() A determination 1y the Coinnissioner pursuant

2 to suhseetion (a) of thigh section %ill he final and

3 nonappealahle. Upon a determination that no substantial

4 new question of patentability has been raised, the Corn-

5 missioner may reftind a portion of the reexamination fee

6 required under section 302 of this title.".

7 (c) REEXAMINATION ORDER BY COMMISSIONER.-

8 Section 304 of title 35, United States Code, is amended

9 to read as follows:

10 "1304. Reexamination order by Commissioner

II "If, in a determination made under the provisions of

12 section 303(a) of this title, the Commissioner finds that

13 a suibsantial new question of i)atental)ilify aIffeeting any

14 claim of a patent is raised, the deterininaktion will iielhide

15 an order for reexamination of the patent for resolution of

16 the questionn. The order may be aveomlninied by the initial

17 Office action on the merits of the reexainination condiueted

18 in accordance with section 305 of this title.".

19 (d) CONDUCT OF REEXAMINATION lPR(OCED)INGS.-

20 Section 305 of title 35, United States ('ode. is amelded

21 to read ias follows:

22 "305. Conduct of reexamination proceedings

23 "(a) Subject to subsection (b) of this section, reexani-

24 nation will bw conlucted according to te I'W(etuires es-

25 thlisled for initil exanii nation un11der it lp visions of

-' 2341 114
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I sections 132 and 133 of this title. In any reexamination

2 proceeding under this chapter, the patent owner %ill be

3 permitted to propose any amendment to the l)atdnt anid

4 a new claim or claims thereto in response to a decision

5 adverse to the patentability of a claim of a patent. No

6 proposed amended or new claim enlarging the scope of the

7 claims of the patent will be permitted in a reexamination

8 proceeding under this chapter.

9 "(b)(l) This subsection shall apply to any reexamina-

10 tion proceeding in which the order for reexamination is

11 based upon a third-party reexamination request.

12 "(2) Any document (other than the reexamination re-

13 quest) filed in a reexamination prceeding h)y eit her the

14 patent owner or tile third-i)arty requester shall be served

15 oil any other party.

16 "(3)(A) If the patent owner files aI resl)onse to any

17 Office action on the merits, the third-party requested nllay

18 once file written comments within a reasonable periodl. At

19-a minimum, such Comments may he filed within I month

20 after the (late of service of the patent owner's response.

21 "(B) Comnients filed under this 1ar)ragaph shall ih,

22 limited to issues covered by the Oite action or the Itivlii

23 owulei's resi nser.

24 "(e) thiless othenise provided by the (onmissioner

25 for wo)ol eaise, all reexamination pn.eedinigs under Ihis

.8 2341 IS
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I section, including any appeal to the Board of Patent Ap-

2 peals and Interferences, will be conducted with special dis-

3 patch within the Office.".

4 (e) APPEAJI.-Section 306 of title 35, United States

5 Code, is amended to read as follows:

6 "1306. Appeal

7 "(a) The patent owner involved in a reexamination

8 proceeding under this chapter may-

9 "(1) appeal under the provisions of section 134

10 of this title, and may appeal under the )rovisions of

11 sections 141 through 144 of this title, with respect

12 to any decision adverse to the patentability of any

13 original or lWoposcd aniended or new claini of the

14 patent; or

15 "(2) he a party to any appeal taken by i a third-

16 party requester under subsection (I)) of this section.

17 "(b) A lhird-party requester may-

18 "(1) appeal under the provisions Of setiilon 134

19 of this title, and may appeal unler the 1wovisions of

20 setions 141 through 144 of this title, with respect

21 to any fiil h.deviwsioll favorable to tle palt-cIail 'ty of

22 any original or ioplosed amended or new claim of

23 tile patent; or

24 "(2) Ix a party to any appeal take by tile pat-

25 tint owner, sul.ieet to subse.tio| (c) of this sect ion.

.14 2341 I14
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... 7

1 "(c) A third-party requester who files a notivce of ap-

2 peal or who participates as a party to an appeal hy the

3 patent owner under the provisions of sections 141 through

4 144 of this title is estopped friom later asserting, in any

5 forun, the invalidity of any claim determined to be patent-

6 able on appeal on any ground which the third-party re-

7 quester raised or could have raised during the reexamina-

8 Lion proceedings. A third-party requester is deemed not

9 to have participated as a party to an appeal by the patent

10 owner unless, within twenty days after the l)atent owner

11 has filed notice of appeal, the third-party requester files

12 notice with the Commissioner electing to participate.".

13 (f) HI-EXXMINATi1ION PROImllTD.-(1) C:apt 30

14 of title 35, United States Code, is amended by adding the

15 following section at the end thereof:

16 "§308. Reexamination prohibited

17 "a) Notwithstanding any provision of tils clhiter,

18 once an order for reexamination of a patent. has been is-

19 sued under section :304 of this title, neither the patent

20 owner nor the third-party requester, if any, nor privis of

21 either, ma1.y tile a subhsequenit reqiuest tor- reexa inai Ition

22 of (lie paltenit itil a rvexaninatifl v.erlificatte is i.s.suel

23 and puldisled inikher section 307 of this title, unless an-

24 theorized It li (Cotniissioner.

.5 2341 IS
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I "(b) Once I final decision has been entered against

2 a party in a civil action arising in whole or in part under

3 section 1338 of title 28 that the party has not sustained

4 its burden of proving the invalidity of any patent claim

5 in suit, then neither that party nor its privies may there-

6 after request reexamination of any such patent claim on

7 the basis of issues which that party or its privies raised

8 or could have raised in such civil action, and a reexamina-

9 tion requested by that party or its privies on the basis

10 of such issues may not. thereafter he maintained by the

11 Office, notwithstanding any provision of this chaplcr.".

12 (2) The table of sections for chapter 30 of title 35.

13 United States Code, is alIwlldP ! ).y adldiig the fo)llowing

14 at. the end thereof:

-308. H,'examiiin ion pinhlilfiil.'.

15 SEC. 4. CONFORMING AMENDMENTS.

16 (a) BOAHI OP, PA.T'NT Ai'EAIs ANI) INTER-

17 FIERENCE..-Tle first sentence of scctiojn 7(h) of' title 35.

18 United States Code, is amenled to read as folllows: "l'.

19 lhmnl of I at ent Appeals anld Inter ereves shall, on writ-

20 tIe app)leal (W aill apilivant . (r a patent owli'lr or a third-

21 parly r'(li(ister ini a rexa lluiii atiil ipr,,leelillg, review ad

22 versIt (heisions of ex xllwliers lIJ)I applicationsor t iml'it -

23 and dcvisimis of emilrs nill reexamnination I (roe(li ,i. .

24 anl hmll Ehetermiiv p)rioritv aniid )atentalbility of, iwtel illi,

,. 2341 IS
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I in interferemes declared under section 135(a) of this

2 title.".

3 (b) PATENT FEES; PATENT ANi) TRAIEMARK

4 SEARCII SYSTEMS.-Section 41(a)(7) of title 35, United

5 States Code, is amended by inserting "or for an uninten-

6 tionally delayed response by the patent owner in a re-ex-

7 amination proceeding," after "issuing each patent,".

8 (e) APPEAL TO THIE BOARD OF PATENT APPEALS

9 AND INTERFERENCES.-Sectio|l 134 of title 35, United

10 States Code, is amended to read as follows:

11 "§ 134. Appeal to the Board of Patent Appeals and

12 Interferences

13 "d(a) Ail al))licant for a pate(it, aly of whose claims

14 lIas beti twice rejected, ma%- aIl))cal from the decision of

15 the primary examiner to Ile Board of Patent Appeals and

16 lot ert'oerices, having onc Iai( tl fee for such appeal.

17 "(1) A patent owner in a reexamination proceeding

18 may appeal from the final rejection of any claim by the

19 primary examiner to the Board of Patent Apipeals and

20 li tvferences, having once aid tile fee for suil al)peal.

21 "(v) A 1llir(l-pIarty requester may al)peal to tile Board

22 of lPalent Apl)eals and liiirfereices from the final deci-

23 sion oif the primary examiner favorable to the patentabilit\

24 of anmy (riglilal or l)rol)osed ame nmled or new claim of a

25 i);i emit, having miwe ipai l tihe re tim xit-It appeal.".

e% 234 1 IN
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1 (d) APPEAL. TO COURT OF APPEALS FOR TIlE FEI)-

2 ERAL, CRC1IT.-Section 141 of title 35, United States

3 Code, is amended by amending the first sentence to read

4 as follows: "An applicant, a patent owner or a third-party

5 requester, dissatisfied with the final decision in an appeal

6 to the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences under

7 section 134 of this title, may appeal the decision to the

8 United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.".

9 (e) PROCEEDINGS ON APPEAJ,.-ction 143 of title

10 35, United States Code, is amended by amending the third

I I sentence to read as follows: "In ex parte and reexamina-

12 tion eases, the Commissioner shall submit to the colrt in

13 writing the grounds for the decision of the Palwct and

14 rradenmark Office, addressing all the issues involved in the

15 a)peal.".

16 SEC. 6. EFFECTIVE DATES.

17 (a) IN GENEIRA.-,ections 2 and 4 and sulsetMions

18 (a), (b), (e), (d), and (e) of section 3 of this Act shall

19 take effect six months after the date of enactment of this

20 Act and shall apply tW all reexamination requests filed oiI

21 or after such effective date.

22 (b) REEXAMINATION PRlOHIBITION iPOVISION.-

23 Section 1 and subsections (f) and (g) of section 3 of this

24 Act shall take effect, oil the date of enactment of this Act.

0
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ADDITIONAL SUBMISSIONS FOR THE RECORD

AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION,
SECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW,

Chicago, IL, August 18, 1994.
Hon. DENNIS DECONCINI,
Chairman, Judicial Subcommittee on
Patents, Copyrights and Trademarks,
U.S. Senate, Hart Senate Office Building,
Washington, DC.

DEAR SENATOR DECONCINI: We wish to place of record the position of the Amer-
ican Bar Association ("ABA") in opposition to S. 2272, the Patent Prior User Rights
Act of 1994, a bill which is inconsistent with the present United States patent sys-
tom which rewards those who are first to invent. The bill would reward and give
priority to trade secret users at the expense of prior inventors, particularly those
who cannot afford to file patent applications or speculation. Absolving prior users
who are not prior inventors from patent infringement, would make patent rights
more uncertain and less valuable.

The ABA is a voluntary, national membership organization of the legal profession.
The more than 360,000 members of the ABA come from every state and territory
and the District of Columbia. The Section of Intellectual Property Law ("Section")
of the ABA includes over 13,000 ABA members interested and having expertise in
Intellectual Property Law. Over a period of many years, the ABA and the Section
have contributed to the development of a system for protection of intellectual prop-
erty and thereby advance the technological development of our nation. Many mem-
bers of the Section practice in the field of patent law, representing patent owners
and other persons in businesses affected by patents.

The ABA believes that the issues presented in S. 2272 are of significant impor-
tance to the patent system and to the technological development of our nation. The
following resolution sets forth the existing policy of the ABA:

RESOLVED that the American Bar Association disapproves in principle
changing the present law to give a party the right to continue the practice
of an invention in the United States if he had begun commercial manufac-
ture, or sale in the United States, or had made substantial preparation for
the practice of the invention in the United States prior to the earlier of the
patentee's effective filing date or first public disclosure * * *

That policy has been in existence since 1968, and on August 5, 1994, the Section
reaffirmed its support for the ABA policy by adopting a resolution which "opposes
in principle granting prior user rights to a person who has used the invention as
a trade secret in a way so as to have suppressed or concealed the invention under
§ 102(g), Title 35 USC, and specifically opposes S. 2272 * in its current form
or equivalent legislation."

The United States patent system is a first-to-invent system and prior user rights
of the type provided in S. 2272 are totally inconsistent with that type of a system.

Wile praor user rights are widely recognized throughout the worl-d they
recognized in conjunction with first-to-file patent systems. In a first-to-file system,
the oly "critical date' is the filing date. In this country, under a first-to-invent sys-
tem, the "critical date" is the invention date, a date not mentioned or recogized in
S. .2272. That bill if enacted, would not benefit prior inventors. Rather it would
erode the rights of first inventors and detract from the value of patents by reward-
ing trade secret users and those who can afford to file early on speculation. The bill
recognizes only two events (1) the effective filing date, and (2) commercial use or
preparation. It thus rewards those who can afford to be either early filers or early
trade secret users at the expense of those who cannot afford either. In the United
States, most inventions are made by independent inventors and employees of small

-companies. When an invention is made by an independent inventor or an employee
of a small or medium size company, before spending money to file a patent applca-
tion, most want to find out (1) whether the invention will work, (2) whether the in-
vention can be improved upon, and (3) whether the invention Is of commercial value.



Until these matters can be determined, the company's exclusive rights are protected
by our first-to-invent patent system. S. 2272 would take those rights away, at least
to the extent that another company comes in and proceeds to commercialize, or
make plans to commercialize the invention. Indeed, under the provisions of S. 2272,
the first inventor could have invented and even commercially used his invention but
would not be able to prevent the infringement by another company who, without
derivation, began commercialization after the first inventor's invention date, and
perhaps after commercialization by the first inventor, but before the first inventor
files his patent application. S. 2272 by placing an undue premium on early patent
filing or early commercial use (or preparation for use) in effect tells inventors that
whether they can afford it or not they had better act as if they were operating under
a first-to-file patent system, even though the present United States patent system
is a first-to-invent system. This type of prior user right which fails to recognize a
first inventor's rights is incompatible and even antagonistic to our present first-to-
invent system which protects individual inventors and small to medium size compa.
nies.

Large companies with substantial patent portfolios in first-to-file foreign countries
already consider themselves to be operating under a first-to-file system, and a first-
to-file system clearly favors big companies with deep pockets who can more quickly
determine the value of an invention or who can most afford to file on speculation.
Small companies can't do that, and independent inventors have to find prospective
users before they can afford to file on their inventions. Since S. 2272 favors only
those who are earliest to file or earliest to commercialize, it favors large companies
and gives those companies even greater advantage over their smaller competitors.
It is, thus, understandable that largercompanies support S. 2272 and even support
a first-to-file system, regardless of whether it comes with any concessions from for-
eign countries. If the United States is ultimately to adopt a first-to-file system, it
should be with substantial concessions from foreign countries, and if we, by provid-
ing an undue premium on early filing and thereby in effect place the United States
on a first-to-file system with a bill such as S. 2272, we are giving away the biggest
and best bargaining chip the United States has.

Mention should be made of a 1982 Section resolution which favored, in principle,
legislation providing an in personam right, or right of prior public user, to the first
inventor who elects to keep his invention a trade secret, and ftirther provides that
the patent on the same invention, which was independently discovered by a subse-
uent inventor, shall not be held invalid based upon the trade secret public use of

e first inventor. In 1982, the membership of the Section was not told of the prior
resolution of the ABA. Moreover, that 1982 resolution was directed to legislation
which provided an in personam right to the first inventor who commercialized, not
just a right to anyone who came along to commercialize the invention, as S. 2272
would do. In other words, the 1982 resolution of the Section recognized and ex-
panded the first inventor's rights; it did not give rights to others who may have
begun commercialization before the inventor filed his application. That resolution
was completely consistent with our first-to-invent patent system. The 1968 resolu-
tion of the ABA specifically opposes legislation, such as S. 2272, which only recog-
nizes either the effective filing date of the patentee or the commercial use or prepa-
ration by the infringer. In contrast, the 1982 resolution of the Section recognizes
only the prior inventor who is a prior public user. That 1982 resolution, by recogniz-
ing first inventor's fights, is totally consistent with a first-to-invent patent system
and has nothing to do with the provision of S. 2272 under which first inventor's
rights are ignored and only the effective filing date of the patentee and the date
of commercial use of the infringer are important.

S. 2272 would make patent litigation more expensive by opening up a whole new
defense to patent infringement, and it would make patent filing more expensive by
placing a premium on including in the application additional claims of varying scope
In an effort to limit the right of the prior user to make later improvements and vari.
ations under the protective umbrella of the rights given under 8. 2272.

S. 2272 would, in effect, turn our present first-to-invent system on its ear. It is
totally inconsistent with a first-to-invent system. The ABA policy adopted in 1968,
and reiterated by the Section in 1994, clearly opposes this type of legislation, which
would do significant damage to the U.S. patent system.

Sincerely, T E. SmiTH

Chair.
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BANNER, BIRCH, McKIE & BECKErr,
Washington, DC, August 16, 1994.

Hon. DENNIS DECONCINI,
Chairman, Judicial Subcommittee on
Patents, Copyrights and Trademarks,
U.S. Senate, Hart Senate Office Building,
Washington, DC.

DEAR SENATOR DECONCINI: This letter relates to the hearing held August 9, 1994
on the Patent Prior User Rights Acts of 1994, S. 2272. At the conclusiomof that
hearing you will recall that you questioned my statement that universities had not
endorsed that legislation, and you indicated your belief that the Association of Uni-
versity Technology Managers (AUTM), representing the universities of this country,
had evidorsed it.

On the following day, I received a copy of a letter to you dated August 10, 1994
from William Hostetler, President of the Association of University Technology Man-
agers. Mr. Hostetler, in his opening paragraph of that letter, said "It has come to
my attention that, during the August 9, 1994 Senate hearing on Prior User Rights
Legic]ation, the impression was given that the Association of University Technology
Managers (AUTM) and, Universities endorse the Prior User Rights Legislation
being proposed." He indicated that his organization "consists of individual member-
ships not institutional memberships. AUTM's position is not necessarily the position
of the majority of the United State's Universities."

He concluded his letter with the statement that: "I would appreciate your setting
the record straight if the impression was given that AUTM endorses the Prior User
Rights Legislation. We do not endorse it."

Have also received a copy of a letter dated August 10, 1994 to you from the Pur-
due Research Foundation. That letter also refers to the impression given at the Au-
gust 9, 1994 hearing that AUTM and U.S. universities endorse the prior user rights
legislation. The Purdue Research Foundation letter, written by Teri F. Willey,
states: "I am a university licensing professional and an AUTM Board of Trustees
member and I clearly do not endorse this bill. It is my view that there should not
be any form of Prior User Rights." The letter concludes with the statement: "Accord-
ingly, for the record, please know that I do not endorse the Prior User Rights legis-
lation and believe that it is detrimental to the effort of commercializing federal
funded research results."

Copies of both of those letters are attached. I believe they affirm the accuracy of
my statement at the August 9th hearing.

Near the conclusion of those hearings, there was a suggestioii by a member of the
panel that the Section of Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law of the American
Bar Association had approved a resolution in 1982 contrary to the 1968 resolution
of the House of Delegates of the American Bar Association, which broadly opposed
prior user rights of the type which would be created by S. 2272.

The 1982 resolution, in pertinent part, states that "the Section favors in principle
legislation providing an in personam right or right of prior public user to the first
inventor who elects to keep his invention a trade secret" ' * Therefore, while the
1968 resolution of the American Bar Association opposed changing the law to give
a party (such as 3M or IBM) prior user rights, the 1982 resolution favors only a
personal right to a first inventor. I attended the 1982 Section meeting and voted in
favor of that Resolution because of its extremely limited nature. Any patent attor-
ney worth his salt knows that In the United States an inventor is an individual,
not a corporation. Any suggestion, therefore, that the 1982 Section resolution ap-
proved prior user rights broadly, in favor of corporations such as 3M or IBM and
contrary to the 1968 ABA resolution Is fatuous at best.

I respectfully request that this fetter and its attachments be included in the
record of the August 9, 1994 hearings concerning the "Patent Prior User Rights Acts
of 1994".

Very truly yours, DONALD W. BANNER.
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ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY TECHNOLOGY MANAGERS, INC.,
DIRECTOR OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER,

Corvallis, OR, August A0, 1994.Senator DENNIS DECONCINK,

Hart Senate Oce Building,Washington, M.

DEAR SENATOR DECONCINI: It has come to my attention that, during the August
9, 1994, Senate hearing on Prior User Rights Legislation, the impression was given
that the Association of University Technoloy Managers (AUTM) and Universities
endorse the Prior User Rights Legi'slation being proposed.

AUTM does not endorse this bill. We have agreed not to actively oppose the bill
in its current form. This position was taken with the understanding at you will
withdraw the bill from consideration if it becomes controversial and gets changed.

Enclosed you will find a copy of my June 5 1994, letter to AUTM members in-
forming them of AUTM's stance, not to actively oppose the bill. You will also note
that the letter states that we would rather not have any form of Prior User rights.

The decision not to actively oppose the current Prior User Rights Legislation is
simply a position taken by our organization which consists of individual member-
ships not institutional membership a. AUTM's position is not necessarily the position
of the majority of United States Uiversities.

I would appreciate your setting the record straight if the impression was given
that AUTM endorses the Prior User Rights Legislation. We do not endorse it.

Sincerely,
WILLIAM HO& LER,

President.

PURDUE RESEARCH FOUNDATION,
OFFICE OF TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER,

West Lafayette, IN, August 10, 1994.
Senator DENNIS DECONCINI,
Hart Senate Office Building,
Washington, DC B

DEAm SENATOR DECONCINI: It has come to my attention that, during the August
9, 1994 Senate hearing on Prior User Rights legislation, the impression was given
that the Association o University Technology Managers (AUTM), and U.S. Univer-
sities in general, endorse the Prior User Rights legislation being proposed.

I am a university licensing professional and an AUTM Board of Trustees member
and I clearly do not endorse this bill. It is my view that there should not be any
form of Prior User Rights.

It is my duty as a university licensing professional to see that commercially im-
portant, university research results are made available to the public. One tool I use
the university-industry license agreement Prior User Rights discourages this type

of commercialization arrangement.
Accordingly, for the record, please know that I do not endorse the Prior User

Rights legislation and believe it is detrimental -to the effort of commercializing fed.
eral funded research results.

Respectfully, 
TErn F. WILLEY.


